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ABSTRACT

This investigation describes the conception, organization, and 
execution of the Copper, Brass, and Bronze Competition and Exhibition. 
This national show was displayed at the University of Arizona Museum of 
Art in the Spring of 1977.

An overview of the discovery and development of these metals is 
presented in this documentation. The results of a survey concerning 
artistsf/craftspersons1 attitudes toward competitive, juried exhibitions 
are also displayed and described.

i

vi



CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

This thesis is a documentation of the preparation and exhibi
tion of the Copper, Brass, and Bronze Competition and Exhibition.
This national show was displayed in the University of Arizona Museum of 
Art in Tucson, Arizona from April 3 to May 15, 1977. The Copper, Brass, 
and Bronze Competition and Exhibition, hereafter referred to as CBBC, 
was a display of selected artworks executed in copper and copper alloys 
produced by contemporary American metalsmiths living in the United 
States, Canada, and Mexico. The exhition drew attention to the variety 
of art work being produced in copper, brass, and bronze, and rewarded 
artists and craftspersons working in these metals.

This description of the planning and execution of a national 
competitive, juried exhibition is intended to serve as a reference for 
organizations, groups of artists, galleries, and museums considering a 
similar endeavor. It is hoped that this information serves as resource 
material for future exhibits of this kind.

Many aspects of the production of the CBBC are discussed in the 
following pages. Chapter 1 focuses on factors which led to the concep
tion of the exhibit. A historical overview of the discovery and 
development of copper and its alloys in Western civilization is pre
sented in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 offers a summary of the organization of 
the CBBC detailing funding proposals and grants, procedures for entering

1



the competition, processing and judging slides, and preparation of the 
catalog. Publicity, designing of the show, and educational orientation 
of the exhibit are also examined in this chapter. A description of 
forms, techniques, and expressive qualities of objects in the exhibit 
is presented in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 provides a discussion of the 
results of a questionnaire sent to all entrants concerning attitudes 
toward competitive, juried exhibitions. Summary and conclusion of this 
thesis are found in Chapter 6.

This writer served as an assistant to the directors of the CBBC, 
Robert L. Cardinale and Michael F. Croft, professors of art at The 
University of Arizona. She collaborated with director Robert L. 
Cardinale in the assembly of the catalog and produced a slide/tape 
program for the exhibit.

Conception of the Copper, Brass, 
and Bronze Competition and Exhibition

The main factor precipitating the CBBC was the directors' con
victions that fine work has been and is currently being produced in 
copper, brass, and bronze, and that such work often is overlooked in 
competitive, juried exhibitions of metalwork. A perusal of national 
competitive art exhibitions presented in the United States from 1972 to 
1977 indicated that no previous show has emphasized work in these 
metals. Summaries of national metal exhibitions found in the magazine 
Craft Horizons during these five years are listed in Appendix A. 
According to director Michael Croft in his introduction to the CBBC 
catalog (Cardinale and Arch, 1977, page 61), "it was the desire to see 
an exhibition spotlighting the rewarding expression in the materials



of copper and copper derivatives that led to my proposing this exhibi
tion" »

Many metalcraft and sculpture instructors encourage their 
students to work in copper, brass, and bronze. These metals are strong, 
versatile, and comparatively low in cost, factors which enable both 
students and professional craftsmen and artists to be more daring and 
innovative. The Copper, Brass, and Bronze Exhibition emphasized the 
desirability of these metals by displaying the range of versatility of 
contemporary work.

Due to the proximity of The University of Arizona to one of the 
richest copper deposits in the world, it seemed appropriate to present 
the CBBC at that institution. Organizing the exhibition in Tucson, 
Arizona was also intended to draw attention to the state as the nation’s 
leading copper producer.



CHAPTER 2

HISTORICAL OVERVIEW OF COPPER5 BRASS 
AND BRONZE IN WESTERN CIVILIZATION

Chapter 2 summarizes highlights in the discovery and develop
ment of copper9 emphasizing the metalv s significance in the growth of 
Western civilization throughout history.

This chapter is divided into three sections:
1) the discovery and development of early techniques of 

extracting copper from ore and methods of shaping the 
metal,

2) discovery and development of bronze9 detailing the 
effects of the Bronze Age in Europe from 2500 B,C, 
through the Renaissance,

3) discussion of metalcrafts from the Industrial Revolu
tion to the present day, examining trends in design . 
and techniques arising from social and economic changes.

The Development of Copper
Archaeologists debate whether copper or gold was the first metal 

discovered by early man. There is no doubt, however, that copper was 
the first metal put to practical use. Copper was abundant in areas where 
great civilizations were to rise, stimulating trade and tool production.

Archaeologists have provided us with evidence concerning the 
birthplace of metallurgy. Diggings in the Near East have produced some
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ancient objects of hammered copper. In a large cave in the mountains 
of northeastern Iraq, a hammered copper pendant was found dating from 
8500 B.C. This find, occurring in 1960, is the earliest dated copper 
object of prehistoric times (Knauth, 1974).

After a find of artifacts in Southeastern Anatolia dating back 
to 7200 B.C., a thousand years elapse before there is any other archaeo
logical evidence of copper objects. For reasons presently unknown, many 
more finds were discovered in the Near East dating between 6500 and 
5200 B.C. The fact that copper is not native to all sites where arti
facts have been found indicates that there may have been a trade route 
through the Near East at this time (Knauth, 1974) .

At the start of this early Near Eastern copper period, man was 
still gathering metal from the ground rather than mining it. Copper was 
mainly hammered with stone tools, although in some regions men apparently 
realized that heating made copper softer and easier to hammer. This 
technique is now known as annealing. Around 4000 B.C., man learned that 
copper could be extracted from ores through the process of smelting.
This innovation greatly increased supplies of the metal and enabled more 
sophisticated uses (Knauth, 1974)

Smelting was a monumental discovery. It required an understand
ing of the relationships between copper-bearing ores and pure copper.
The "campfire theory" proposes that smelting occurred when a cooking 
fire was built over ore (Simpson, 1948) . The heat of the fire, in
creased by strong winds, might have produced high enough temperatures to 
melt the copper from the rock. According to Percy Knauth, author of 
The Metalsmiths, this theory is unsound. The temperature and correct



gaseous atmosphere required for smelting was lacking. A "reducing 
atmosphere" is necessary for the proper smelting of copper. This requires 
a carefully controlled oxygen supply so that the oxygen present in the ore 
itself combines with carbon monoxide from the charcoal fuel to form carbon 
dioxide.

The early potter's primitive kiln provided the correct reducing 
atmosphere for smelting. Potters were already using finely ground copper 
from ores to paint their wares. By 3200 B.C. copper was being extracted 
from ore in a closed kiln in which the fuel, and ore could occupy separate 
compartments. The basic design resembles that of the smelting furnace in 
use today. This type of furnace smelts ore and produces temperatures 
high enough to melt the copper mass that is produced (Knauth, 1974) .

Smelting soon became one of the world's first industries. It was 
known in Western Asia about 4300 B.C. As smelting technology advanced, 
it became necessary to increase supplies of copper ore through mining 
processes. In Cyprus, copper was mined after 2500 B.C. and was exported 
to Egypt, Greece, Crete, and Troy. There were mines all over Europe from 
1600 B.C. (Lister, 1966).

Ancient smiths of the Hear East learned to cast molten metal as 
well as to smelt metal from ore. At first copper was cast in stone molds 
and then in clay which later became the predominant material. The casting 
technique enabled smiths to produce tools in quantity, although only the 
wealthy could afford to equip their households with copper implements 
(Lister, 1966).
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The Development of Bronze 
Until recently it was assumed that the Bronze Age began around 

3000 B.C. In May of 1976 an archaeological expedition to Thailand 
announced that it had found bronze artifacts dating to 3600 B.C.
(Resberger, 1977) .

The discovery raises the possibility that the Middle East, a 
region long considered the source of so many major cultural advances, 
including metallurgy, may have gained its knowledge of bronze from 
Southeast Asia (Resberger, 1977).

The new evidence came from an excavation in the present-day village 
of Ban Chiang in northeastern Thailand not far from the Laos border. The 
area is rich in ores of copper, tin, iron, and other metals. The expedi
tion discovered numerous bronze artifacts such as spear points and 
bracelets. Expedition leader Dr. Charles Gorman of the University of 
Pennsylvania appraised the artifacts as having great antiquity and 
metallurgical sophistication (Resberger, 1977).

The development of bronze came about because of two important 
principles. The first is that copper alone does not cast very well and 
tends to develop bubbles which weaken the finished product. The second is 
that no copper ore is pure. All contain traces of other elements including 
iron, arsenic, antimony, lead, nickel, and bismuth; each produces bronzes 
of varying quality. The first bronzes were natural combinations of arsenic 
and copper. Arsenic cuts down on the absorption of gases that makes a 
copper casting porous. Although it was a good casting alloy, the poisonous 
fumes of arsenic must have caused the deaths of many smiths, making both 
the products and the ore suspect. Tin bronzes replaced arsenical bronzes



because they are harder and less brittle than copper-arsenic bronzes.
This material proved much more enduring than copper or stone (Knauth,
1974).

During the second millenia B.C., the art of lost-wax or "cire- 
perdue" casting was invented, an innovation attributed to the Egyptians. 
This is a casting technique which uses a wax model matrix for shaping the 
mold. Lost-wax casting is still in use today for the production of large 
sculptures and small ornaments.

Bronze gradually ousted copper from its leading place among metals. 
Its casting abilities were superior and the hardness of the alloy proved 
better for tools and weapons - (Knauth, 1974).

Metalworking had spread over wide areas of the world by this time, 
due to the large numbers of itinerant craftsmen who wandered the land.
They set up their equipment and practiced their skills where they were 
needed and plenty of ore could be found (Knauth, 19.74) .

By about 2500 B.C., the Bronze Age came to Europe through trade 
contacts and the metalworking skills of the people themselves. Among the 
most important of the itinerant smiths were the Bell-Beaker folk, so- 
called because of certain pottery shapes that they made. The Bell-Beaker 
folk left their influence all over Europe (Knauth, 1974) .

Around 1800 B.C., the Uneticians appeared. They were succeeded 
by the Urnfield peoples as the metalworkers of European regions. Copper 
mines and smelting workshops sprung up near large copper supplies, through
out Europe where bronze tools and weapons of superior quality were created. 
The Urnfield smiths had mastered the art of lost-wax casting, the most 
complex of all casting techniques. Bronze was brought within the reach



of a much wider public by these smiths . .whose skills made battles 
among mankind more perilous than ever before" (Knauth, 1974).

Trade by sea and land brought riches from the East to Europe 
while Rome was rising to power. Romans used gold for coinage and em
ployed other metals including silver, bronze, iron, lead, and mercury.
The manufacture of brass was Rome's contribution to metallurgy (Lister, 
1966); \

The Romans are also attributed with the invention of soft solder, 
resin flux, and soldering irons. They were highly skilled in brazing 
techniques and learned to braze steel to itself and to copper (Lister, 
1966).

With the fall of the Roman Empire, metalworking suffered. The
\Teutonic peoples and other groups who conquered Europe knew little of 

metalworking. Much of the metal equipment and arms they had were acquired 
by barter or as loot(Lister, 1966).

When Rome fell, a new center of power was formed by the Arabs 
when they emerged as the conquerers of Islam. They annexed areas of land 
reaching from Spain, Portugal, and parts of France to parts of Outer 

1 Mongolia.
While the Arabic rule prospered in the Near East and parts of 

Europe, Charlemagne (742-814 A.D.) reigned in northern Europe. The Church 
flourished during Charlemagne’s reign on foundations laid by Pope Gregory 
the Great. The greatest power of the Church lay in its spiritual and 
cultural influence which encouraged the production of many magnificent 
works Of art and craftsmanship. For the first time since the fall of
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Romes the metalworker returned to producing many objects of decoration 
and utility besides weaponry (Lister, 1966).

European skill became increasingly better in the reclamation and 
working of metals9 largely because of the application of machinery to so 
many of the processes• Grinding wheels, powered by water, were used for 
polishing and sharpening tools and weapons, and for driving bellows*

Many metals continued to be used in the Middle Ages* Brasses are 
among the most typical works of the time; however, bronze was cast exten
sively and used for effigies on tombs of important people. The bronze 
doors of Lorenzo Ghilberti at the Cathedral, in Florence are evidence of 
the use of the metal for architectural embellishments (Lister, 1966).

In the medieval organization of guilds, metalcrafts included gold
smiths, locksmiths, cutlers, armorers, weapon grinders, and artists in 
copper and brass. No distinction was made between the artist/craftsmen 
and toolmakers in the field (Braun-FeIdweg., 1975) .

During the Renaissance, metals that had mainly served the needs 
of the Church now became popular among the merchants and nobility. The 
individual artist, having broken away from the craft guild, began to work 
in his own style. Fads and fashions were prevalent in this period which 
is marked by profuse embellishment on all objects both decorative and 
utilitarian. The craftsman was in his heyday as trade brought influences 
and goods from all over the world. Wealthy merchants could afford to buy 
the artist’s work, thereby supporting the flourishing of fine craftsman
ship and high quality materials (Braun-FeIdweg,. 1975).



The Industrial Revolution to the Present
The nineteenth century brought great change to the Western world„ 

The implications of the Industrial Revolution were traumatic for the 
individual craftsmano Mechanization put many smiths completely out of 
business„ The prices of objects made by machine provided too much competi
tion for the craftsmaker and within a few decades«, centuries-old traditions 
fell into disuse. Reactions against the growth in mechanization were led 
by artists such as William Morris of Great Britain9 founder of the Arts 
and Crafts Movement. Morris proposed to revive the hand arts and the 
craftsmanship of the past.

Industry offered the public what it demanded in the way of 
Victorian-style furniture and housewares. It gave them cheap imitations 
produced in inexpensive materials. The public taste changes very slowly9 
governed more by habit than by design imposed by skilled artists. In the 
1920’s9 Walter Gropius of the Bauhaus school predicted that old crafts 
workshops would develop into industrial laboratories. Prophetically, 
a large number of craftsmakers whose artistic philosophy reflected the 
new design ethic, "form follows function", began designing prototypes for 
multiple reproductions in order to bring better design to the public 
(Braun-Feldweg, 1975) .

The new design movement was a reaction against the clutter of the 
Victorians and a result of the scarcity of materials caused by the First 
World War. The crafts followed the same revolution as did the fine arts 
of painting, architecture, and sculpture. The trend to abstraction, 
simplicity and function can be traced through all the arts at this time 
(Kester, 1976) . ^
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The crafts were not yet appreciated as full-fledged art; however, 
attitudes were changing and a great diversity of style was apparent in 
pottery, weaving, and metalcrafts (Kester, 1976).

World War II brought significant influences and personalities from 
Europe to the United States including the Bauhaus leaders. Their teach
ings sought to connect industrial methods and goals to the arts and to the 
work of individual craftsmakers (Kester, 1976).

Veterans returning from the war resumed their education in colleges 
and universities. They were intrigued by the crafts as a means of building 
a new life style and getting in touch with themselves by working with their 
hands. Only a few schools offered courses in the crafts, but many others 
followed and curricula were reshaped to accommodate the new design ethic 
of function enhanced by simplicity and purity of form (Kester, 1976).

In the 1950's crafts finally began to be noticed by painters and 
sculptors. Artists and craftsmen began to exchange ideas. The magazine 
Craft Horizons, established in 1941, began to mature into a widely read 
and authoritative guide for the craftsperson. The opening of the Museum 
of Contemporary Crafts in New York in 1956 provided the only national 
leadership position of exhibiting and promoting the best in crafts on a 
continuing basis (Kester, 1976,).

Crafts have never been as widely accepted and important as they 
are today• Far more resources and materials are available to the crafts- 
maker than ever before. Publications, conventions, crafts dealers, 
galleries, and the media have awakened the public to the growing world 
of crafts. Metalworkers have new tools and new materials with which to 
work, including aluminum, steel, and various alloys. They are making
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toys, conceptual art, and body adornment as well as utilitarian items and 
other objects of classic form. Every kind of style and statement appears 
in metal, paralleling.recent trends in painting and sculpture —  op, pop, 
minimal, and funk. Ethnic images and symbols of other cultures have 
influenced the metal designer. Enamelling techniques have been revived 
from the tradition of Carl Faberge.(Kester, 1976).

Metalcrafts has experienced a renaissance in our era reflecting 
its acceptance into the realm of "fine art". Technological advances which 
seemed to be banishing the individual craftsperson are now providing him 
with new tools and materials. As did his predecessors, the contemporary 
metalsmith continues to create both decorative and utilitarian objects of 
unique design and fine quality.



CHAPTER 3

ORGANIZATION OF THE EXHIBITION

This chapter discusses the organization of the Copper, Brass, and 
Bronze Competition and Exhibition, and is divided into the following 
sections:

1. Requesting and Securing of Funds
2. Staffing
3. Procedures for Entries

a. Entry Forms
b. Processing Entries
c. Judging of Entries

4. Preparation of the Catalog
a. Text
b. Photographs
c- Technical Processes
d. Distribution

5- Publicity 
a- Posters 
b* Invitations 
c- Media Coverage

6. Design and Mounting of Exhibition
7. Opening and Attendance
8. Packing Procedure
9. Insurance and Commissions
10. Educational Orientation of the Exhibition

a.. Jurors' Lectures
b. Slide/Tape Program 
c• Tours

14
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Requesting and Securing of Funds 
Following the directors' decision to pursue the idea of a national 

exhibition of fine crafts in copper and copper alloys» the next step was 
to obtain support from the community. The University of Arizona, its 
administrative heads and funding sources, as well as the Tucson business 
community and especially Cele Peterson, an established businesswoman in 
the Tucson area, consented to support the project. A firm commitment of 
support from George Hartley, director of the Copper Development Associa
tion, Inc., encouraged the directors to formulate an application to the 
National Endowment for the Arts under the category of Crafts Exhibition 
Aid.

Proposals to the National Endowment for the Arts explained the 
idea of a national competitive exhibition committed to a display of high 
quality work in copper, brass and bronze. Exhibition jurors of national 
prominence in the art world, a large prize cache, and a comprehensive 
catalog were other stipulations included in the proposal. The National 
Endowment for the Arts granted requests for funding as did the Arizona 
Commission for the Arts and Humanities. Matching funds were received 
from the University of Arizona Foundation, the Copper Development Associa
tion, Inc., Cyprus Mining, catalog sales and contributions, and entrance 
fees from the competition.

Recommendations for Securing Funds
One of the most trying aspects of the Copper, Brass, and Bronze 

Competition and Exhibition was the lack of adequate staff available to 
share the work. Most of the detail and overtime labor was the sole
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responsibility of the two directors. Although five or six students volun
teered their time and energy to the exhibition, their efforts were 
interspersed between classes and outside obligations. Secretarial help 
also presented problems. Art Department secretaries offered their help 
with typing and bookkeeping between regular departmental duties. Although 
their services were invaluable, the staff often had to delay activities 
when the secretaries were preoccupied with office duties. As a result of 
these problems, both directors felt constant pressure. Although a time
table was set up to direct smooth proceedings, the lack of adequate staff 
made it difficult to achieve the previously-set deadlines.

In order to prevent this difficult situation during future shows, 
it is advisable to provide for the salaries of several part-time and full
time assistants in the original budget proposal.

Staffing
The Copper, Brass, and Bronze Exhibition had no paid employees.

The directors, as well as the assistant to the directors, worked without 
financial compensation. Several functions related to the exhibition were 
contracted out; these included photography, graphic design for posters 
and catalog, exhibition cases, and case covers. An account of the costs 
of these services is included in the budget (Appendix B)e Undergraduate 
and graduate students in the Department of Art at the University of 
Arizona assisted in the extensive work of hanging the show, as well as the 
work of taking it down, packing, and shipping the pieces back to the 
owners or artists.
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Procedures for Entries

Entry Forms
The entry forms were designed to attract serious, professional 

artists/craftspersons. They provided information concerning all aspects 
of the competition including a calendar of dates. The directors stressed 
the amount of the prizes, gave jurors’ names and affiliations, and noted 
that all work would be insured from the time of receipt. In addition, 
all return insurance and freight costs were assumed by the sponsoring 
institution. A complete entry form may be found in Appendix D .

Costs:
$150.00 layout 
119.34 typesetting 
385.85 printing

Recommendations for Entry Procedure
The entry form (Appendix C) proved generally satisfactory except 

for a few corrections.
1. Exhibitions of this kind should be limited to entrants living 

in the continental United States only. This exhibition was open to all 
artists/craftspersons in the U.S.A. and Canada and Mexico. The tax laws 
and postage caused problems for both the artist and exhibition staff.

2. Several entrants misunderstood the request on the entry form 
for the artist to list "sale price or insurance value if NFS". Some 
entrants did not list NFS when their work was "not for sale", and only 
listed the insurance value. Consequently, there were some difficulties 
when visitors to the exhibition wanted to purchase a piece not intended 
for sale by the artist.
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3. Stipulations concerning the type of packaging should have been 
emphasized. Although it was mentioned in point no. 7 of the entry form, 
many artists did not heed the request for all items to be sent in reusable 
packaging. Much time was spent in finding packing and crates for items 
whose original boxes were damaged or otherwise unusable.

4. Other additions to the entry form which would have been appro
priate are:

a. a self-addressed, stamped card for notification of receipt 
of the entry and indication of the condition in which it arrived.

b. self-addressed tag for returning item.
A large, well-protected, humidity-controlled storage and work room 

would have been an asset to the production of the exhibition. Ample space 
to store or to open received packages was unavailable so photographs 
could not be taken to document for insurance the condition of the item 
as received. A five by ten foot room in the University of Arizona’s Art 
Department served as the storage area, meeting, filing, typing, and general 
preparation room. This space was far from adequate for the size of this 
show.

Entrant Statistics
Artists/craftspersons numbering 497 submitted approximately 4,000 

slides representing 1,453 works of art. Forty-three states were repre
sented along with Canada and Mexico. California submitted the largest 
number of entries, with no entries from Utah, South Dakota, Connecticut, 
Wyoming, Mississippi, Nebraska, and West Virginia, as well as Washington,
D. C.



Processing the.Entries
Upon receipt of each entry, the application fee of $10 was sepa

rated from the slides, entry form, and acceptance/rejection notice. When 
all entries had been received, the forms were rearranged alphabetically.

Judging
All slide entries were judged by Stephen Prokopoff, Robert 

Ebendorf, and William Harper. Prokopoff, at the time of the exhibition, 
was the director of the Museum of Contemporary Art in Chicago. He holds 
a doctorate in art history from New York University. Robert Ebendorf is 
a well-known metalsmith who holds awards including the Tiffany Artists 
Fellowship and a' Fulbright Grant for Artists. His work is in permanent 
collections of many museums and universities. At the time of the exhibi
tion he was professor of art at the State University of New York at 
New Paltz. William Harper is one of the leading enamellists in the 
country and is the author of Step by Step Enamelling, Golden Press, 1973, 
and a professor of art at Florida State University at Tallahassee.

In preparation for judging, the slides were separated from the 
entry forms and placed in carousel slide trays. Approximately fifty trays 
were needed to accommodate all of the slides. Care was taken to ensure 
that entry forms and slides corresponded. Each form and set of slides was 
labelled with the entrant’s name and_was marked according to slide tray.

In consideration of the great number of slides, the procedure for 
viewing was arranged for a minimum of confusion and error. Two carousel 
projectors were available in the viewing room to expedite the process in 
the event of a burned bulb or other technical difficulty. Student
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assistants carried out various activities including running the projector, 
marking each entry form as to the status of the entries and keeping record 
of each slide tray as it was seen. The slides of the entries were 
reviewed three times before the whole show was chosen. The first time, 
an entry needed only one juror's vote to stay in the running. The second 
viewing time, two votes were necessary. The third time, all three judges 
had to agree that the piece be accepted. Each time around, the decisions 
were marked on the entry forms by a student aid. After nearly sixteen 
hours of work, the complete show had been chosen. Prize winners were 
determined from the slides of the accepted work.

Judging Procedure
1. Slides are placed in carousel slide trays. Each entry form 

is marked according to which slide tray artist's slides have been placed 
in.

2. Slides are viewed by jurors once. A piece needs only one 
vote to stay in.

3. Rejected slides are removed from carousel trays, and placed
in long slide boxes. Accepted slides are rearranged in carousel trays
to fill empty slots.

4. Slides are reviewed. • Each item needs at least two votes to
stay in.

5. Rejected slides are removed to a long slide tray; carousel 
trays are rearranged to fill empty slots.

6. Slides are reviewed for the last time. Each piece needs three 
votes to stay in (needs every juror's acceptance).
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7. Rejected slides are removed to -a long tray. Carousel trays 
are rearranged to fill empty slots.

8. All slides remaining are reviewed to confirm decisions;
9. All slides remaining are reviewed to choose prize winners.
A tape recorded discussion following the slide viewing documented 

the jurors' observations concerning their choices. The following points 
Summarize the criteria used in judging the show:

1. overall look, style and sense of resolution
2. technical aspects considered as supportive of visual state

ments
3. visual, ideational, and technical substance
4. uniqueness and originality.

Recommendations for Judging
A written contract should be drawn binding both jurors and exhibi

tion staffpersons to certain obligations. The contract should stipulate 
the amount to be paid to each juror for time, expenses and travel. Other 
stipulations might include the amount of time the juror is required to be 
available to the staff, lecture obligations, and other professional duties.

In order to facilitate the judging of the show and to ensure that 
the quality of the actual art work equals that represented in the slide, 
the following procedure may be considered. The directors of the show 
would select pieces to be exhibited and request artists to send these 
works. Upon receipt of all chosen pieces, jurors would be brought in to 
confirm the directors' decisions as well as to award prizes. This proce
dure would eliminate much work for both jurors and staff. Jurors would
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not be subjected to the tedium of viewing hundreds of slides and staff 
would not be bothered with, elaborate slide juggling.

Catalog Preparation 
■ The catalog of the Copper, Brass, and Bronze Exhibition was 

intended to serve as a guide to the exhibit by providing a list of each 
artist and entry displayed. To document current trends in metalcrafts 
the catalog included descriptive articles and photographs of work. The 
catalog was prepared to serve as an educational booklet for visitors, 
exhibiting artists, and rejected artists. Through photographs and state
ments printed in the catalog, all entrants were able to gain insight into 
the type of work accepted. The catalog remains a document of current 
metalworking trends for future use by students and professional artists.

Text of Catalog
The preface, introduction, interpretive article and jurors' state

ment reflect the status of the craft and provide rationale for this 
exhibition. See Appendix D for complete catalog.

Title pages, table of contents, listing of participants and their 
pieces, listing of prizewinners, and acknowledgment of contributors and 
staff are all included in the body of the catalog. Both directors and the 
head of the Department of Art at the University of Arizona, Dr. Howard 
Conant, contributed statements to the catalog.

Photographs in Catalog
Black and white photographs included in the catalog were derived 

from the color slides submitted as entries. Actual photographs of accepted
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work were not used because the catalog was due to be printed several weeks 
in advance of the date when work was to be received. Most award-winning 
pieces were shown in the catalog.

Recommendations for Photographs
All accepted artists should be asked to submit a high-quality 

black and white glossy photograph of their piece which might be used in 
the catalog and for publicity.

Printing of Catalog
University of Arizona graphic design students Barney Hughes and 

Jeffrey Spear were commissioned by the CBBC to design the catalog. Type 
was set by Tucson Typographic Service, Inc. All type was then proofread 
and laid out in a 64 page format.

The cover was designed by Barney Hughes whose work was selected 
by the directors of the CBBC and Carl Heldt, professor of art at the 
University of Arizona.

The catalog included 64 pages and 50 half-tone photographs.
Printing was done by Shandling Lithographing Co., Inc. of Tucson, Arizona. 

Costs:
$400 layout 
300 typeset 
240 photographs 
2300 printing of 1200 copies
$3240 grand total

Distribution
Catalogs were sold for $3.00 at the exhibit, which was slightly 

below actual cost. Every entrant, many schools, and each sponsoring
\
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agency received a complimentary copy of the catalog as a gesture of 
appreciation as well as an extension of the educational value of the show.

Recommendations for the Preparation of the Catalog
More time was necessary for the preparation of the catalog than 

was planned in the schedule. See the flow charts concerning the show 
calendar in Appendix G.

Publicity

Posters
A competition was held among the graphic design classes at the 

University of Arizona to select an image for the CBBC poster. The winning 
designer, Barney Hughes, was awarded $50 for the art work which appeared 
on the poster, catalog cover, and invitations to the opening.

Five hundred posters were printed by Shandling Lithographing Co., 
Inc. Posters were mailed to businesses, schools, arts organizations 
throughout Arizona, and all contributing institutions. All posters were 
mailed in cardboard tubes and were taped at both ends. Each tube cost 
approximately 25$.

Invitations
Invitations to the opening of the exhibition were printed by 

Shandling Lithographing Co., Inc. at the same time as the posters were 
printed to expedite printing and lessen costs. See Appendix E.

The postcard-size invitations were mailed three weeks in advance 
of the opening to individuals and organizations on the mailing lists of 
the University of Arizona Museum of Art and the Department of Art. Every



entrant received an invitation as did friends and relatives of staff and 
other supporters of the exhibition.

Invitations were sent in official University of Arizona envelopes 
and mailed bulk rate through the University post office.

Costs for invitations and Posters:
$50.00 art work 
50.00 layout 
450.00 printing 
$550.00 grand total

Media Coverage
"Public Service Announcements" (free advertisements for nonprofit 

organizations) were broadcasted on radio and television during the months 
previous to as well as during the exhibition. The announcements were 
read from press releases sent from the News Bureau of the University of 
Arizona and included pertinent information about the CBBC.

News releases accompanying photographs of some of the pieces 
exhibited were sent to all newspapers and magazines, radio and television 
stations in the Tucson area.

Robert Cardinale, co-director, appeared on several community 
oriented news programs on television to discuss the exhibit and show 
selected pieces both previous to the opening as well as after.

Articles concerning the CBBC appeared in the University of 
Arizona student newspaper, The Wildcat, and in city newspapers. The 
Arizona Daily Star and The Tucson Daily Citizen. The articles contained 
information about the exhibit and its theme relative to the copper indus
try in Arizona. Listings of the dates and place of the show were also 
included. See Appendix I for reprints of these articles.
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Arizona Business and Industry, Craft Horizons, and Goldsmiths 
Journal each described the Copper, Brass, and Bronze Exhibition, Arizona 
Business and Industry and Goldsmiths Journal.provided general descriptions 
of the show; how it began, its aims, and when and where it could be seen. 
Craft Horizons offered an analysis of the show from an aesthetic point 
of view, mentioning specific pieces, techniques, influences and innova
tive uses of materials. Both Goldsmiths Journal and Craft Horizons 
printed articles on the CBBC after the show had opened. See Appendix I 
for.reprints .;.from Arizona Industry, Craft Horizons,, and newspapers.

Recommendations for Publicity
An added expense was created by the purchase of cardboard mailing 

tubes in order to send posters without folding them. Cardboard tubes were 
purchased at an office supply store. The smallest size available was more 
than double the length needed, so the tube was cut in half with a jigsaw. 
Covers for both ends of the tube were available, although the staff felt 
they were unnecessary. The posters seemed to stay in the tube without 
sliding out, but protection from the elements was needed, so the staff 
spent much time taping the ends closed. An alternate solution would be 
to .fold the posters for mailing and apply a mailing permit to the outside.

Invitations to the opening of the exhibition were sent in envê - 
lopes, although they could have been mailed as postcards with the address 
and permit number stamped on the blank side of the card.

A comprehensive schedule for publicity should have been arranged 
well in advance of the opening of the exhibition. Much of the respon
sibility was placed on the directors for this demanding and time consuming
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job. Arranging spots on television, radio, arid advertisements in the 
papers and local magazines requires much persistence. Information con
cerning the exhibition must be correct and intriguing for public 
consumption. Information about the show should begin prior to the open
ing and continue for the duration of the show.

Design and Mounting of the Exhibition
The first floor galleries, 1,438 square feet, of the University 

of Arizona Museum of Art served as the exhibition space for the Copper, 
Brass, and Bronze Exhibition. Pieces were hung on the walls and on free
standing pylons strategically placed throughout the gallery. Most objects 
were displayed on stands. Some were exhibited directly on the floor.
See Appendix F for photographs of the installation.

Due to a tight schedule, plans for display cases were made from 
the slides and indicated dimensions rather than from the actual pieces.
In order to determine.how many stands of what sizes were needed, entries 
were categorized into groups of small, medium, and large sizes. Groups 
of small pieces were planned to be displayed together due to limited 
exhibit space.

Stands were constructed of 3/4" particle board which was cut, 
glued, nailed, puttied and painted under the direction of University of 
Arizona art professor Robert Tobias, with the help of the exhibition 
directors and student aids. Blown plexiglass bubbles were contracted to 
Yuma sculptor Peter Jagoda. Attached to the stands with bolts and wooden 
molding, the bubbles functioned aesthetically, as well as prevented theft 
of small objects and lessened tarnishing of pieces.
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As each accepted entry was received, it was stored unopened to 
prevent tarnishing in a security-tight storage room in the University of 
Arizona Art Department. Approximately one week in advance of the opening, 
all entries were moved to the exhibit space in the Museum of Art and 
opened carefully by the exhibition directors and student assistants. Any 
piece discovered to have been damaged in transit was immediately recorded 
and set aside for insurance purposes. In removing each item from pack
aging, white gloves were worn by all assistants to prevent inadvertent 
scratching and tarnishing. All packaging material was carefully labelled 
with the exhibitor's name and piece title. Packaging was then stored in 
the Art Department in preparation for return mailing upon the close of the 
exhibition.

Installation of the display began when all items had been unpacked 
and the exhibit stands were brought into the exhibition gallery. Over
sized pieces were considered last when special arrangements of display 
stands could be made.

All display stands and pylons in the exhibition were painted gold- 
yellow. The molding around the plexiglass bubbles was painted brown. A 
single, pylon with the words Copper, Brass, and Bronze written in black 
vinyl helvetica-style lettering was placed in the Museum of Art entrance. 
The audio-visual module for a slide/tape program (to be discussed in the 
following section), stood directly in back of the pylon.

Labelling each piece presented problems. To save time and typing 
costs, the decision was made to cut each name, number and title from the 
extra copy of type left over from the catalog layout. This project proved 
to be tedious as well as inefficient. Attached to the stands with rubber
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cement9 the labels consistently peeled away from the surface due to 
humidity changes, in the gallery. Several days after the opening, new 
labels were typed onto adhesive tabs and applied, to the display cases. 
Although not ideal, this solution proved more satisfactory.

Opening and Attendance 
A special opening of the exhibition was held on April 3, 1977, 

with many invited guests as well as being open to the general public.
The opening was publicized in major area newspapers, by distributing some 
500 posters, and mailing approximately 1,000 personal invitations. Approx
imately 520 people attended the opening, which was covered by two Tucson 
television stations. The exhibition set a new record of museum attendance 
with over 6,000 people viewing the show in the six-week period. Many of 
the artists exhibiting in the show were at the opening from as far away 
as the states of California and New York.

Packing Procedure 
Upon the close of the exhibition, all packaging material was 

brought out of storage and placed in the gallery. The boxes were distrib
uted throughout the exhibit space in proximity to the pieces to which 
they belonged. Many boxes and crates were in reusable condition. Several, 
however, were not in good condition and new crates had to be made. With 
the help of student assistants, directors Cardinale and Croft spent several 
days repacking the pieces. As the CBBC was responsible for return mailing, 
an amount of $4,101 was spent in shipping and insurance fees.



Insurance and Commissions 
The entire exhibition was insured through the University of 

Arizona blanket policy by the Department of Business Affairs. Coverage 
for the show amounted to $100,000 with a $250 deductible.

Twenty-five percent of the price of each piece was taken by the 
CBBC on items sold during the exhibition.

Recommendations for Design and Mounting of Exhibition
The time allowed for this aspect of the exhibition was inadequate. 

The flow chart displays both the actual time allowed for activities, and 
the ideal time segments which would have facilitated production and alle
viated pressure on the directors and staff. See Appendix G.

Educational Orientation of the Exhibition 
Students who assisted in the planning and production of the CBBC 

had a chance to learn about the activities involved in the execution of a

national, competitive exhibition. Involvement with the CBBC financially 
benefited those students who worked on the poster and catalog design* . The 
metalsmithing students who volunteered their help in every facet of the 
production of the show and this investigator who assisted in many areas 
as well as producing the slide/tape program, discussed in the following 
section of this thesis, experienced first-hand involvement with this show.

Slide/Tape Program
This writer wrote and produced a slide/tape program which presents 

a brief history of metalsmithing techniques in relation to the objects in 
the exhibit. In order to enhance public understanding and appreciation
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of the Coppers Brass5 and Bronze Exhibition, this writer and director 
Cardinale felt that it was necessary to provide visitors with educational 
information concerning the exhibit» Techniques of beating, casting, and 
enamelling were discussed in the slide/tape program in terms of their 
historic development and their contemporary applications as exemplified 
by certain pieces in the exhibit. The narrative script of the slide/tape 
program is included in Appendix H of this thesis.

Previous to the arrival of slide entries, research had been accu
mulated on the subject of the history of metalworking in the western world. 
When slides of accepted work were available, the writer was able to con
firm a direction in which to move. Combining historical data and images 
of ancient metalwork with contemporary techniques and images from the 
exhibit became the focus of the program.

Slides were made from photographs in books. Slides provided by 
the entrants were utilized to show the use of the three techniques in 
contemporary work.

Images and narrative were manipulated in order to produce a fluent, 
coherent program. Several factors were considered as the slide/tape show 
developed: the script could be no longer than ten minutes to ensure
audience attention; images had to be striking, aesthetically appealling, 
and appropriate to the script; content had to be clearly organized and 
free of irrelevant and redundant material.

A few important ideas had to be emphasized in a clear and concise 
manner. The audience to whom the program was to be presented had to be 
considered. This particular program was offered to visitors ranging from 
elementary age to adults. Visitors included groups with little or no
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background in the arts as well as learned and professional people in 
many areas of the visual arts.

The script was taken to the University of Arizona Audiovisual 
Department to be recorded. As a background to the voice of a professional 
actor9 baroque guitar music was mixed onto the tape. Inaudible electronic 
impulses were recorded onto the tape to signal the projector to advance 
slides automatically.

Tours
Special invitations for an educational tour of the exhibition 

were sent to all elementary and high schools in the southern Arizona 
region. These invitations were addressed to the art teachers and explained 
the nature of the show, inviting them to bring their students to view the 
exhibit and to watch a special slide-tape show that was prepared for the 
exhibition. Approximately twenty schools responded by bringing their 
students for tours of the exhibition. One of the major touring groups to 
attend the exhibition was the seventy-five member group of the Archives 
of American Art. This group consisted of art museum trustees and private 
benefactors of the arts from all over the United States, Members of this 
group were very pleased with the exhibition and highly complimentary; they 
also purchased some twenty-five percent of the works that were for sale.

Recommendations for the Educational 
Functioning of the Exhibition

Obtaining the correct equipment and keeping this equipment in 
good functioning order were the most difficult problems to handle in re
lation to the slide/tape program. A tape cassette on a continuous loop 
would have been ideal. The program could then have run automatically
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throughout the day. The correct tape player, however, could not be 
borrowed from the Audiovisual Department at The University of Arizona. 
Museum docents and the program producer (this writer) were required to 
operate the slide/tape manually for groups of visitors touring the show, 
as the program, could not function automatically as planned. This factor 
limited the number of potential viewings.

If programs of this type are to be used, it is preferable to have 
both audiovisual equipment and trained technicians available within the 
exhibiting institution itself. Borrowed equipment causes many problems 
and expenses, and prompt reservicing is often difficult to obtain in case 
of malfunction.



CHAPTER 4

A DESCRIPTION OF OBJECTS IN THE CBBC

Two visible trends in the Copper, Brass, and Bronze Exhibition 
were first, a movement away from the functional/decorative to the non
functional decorative, and second, an emphasis on canister forms and 
containers. Of some fifty-seven containers, Fred Fenster1s "Copper 
Cooking Pots" and Joseph Brandom1s "Decanter with Cups" remained among 
the few traditionally-useful pieces in the exhibit. The Copper, Brass, 
and Bronze Exhibition made it evident that a container can exist in its 
own right without really having to hold a substance and that a container 
or canister form has been recently redefined as "a utilitarian tool that 
can also serve as a sculptural icon (Wingate, 1977, page 18)".
Reflecting recent trends in the fine arts, metalwork demands to be 
appreciated for its own aesthetic elements independent of its real or 
imagined functional roles.

Approximately twenty-three pieces of jewelry and body adornment 
were displayed in the exhibition. This category included the items 
which transcended the mundane and functional to assume a passive role 
as artifact. Works such as Steven White’s "handcopter" ring which 
doubles as a toy with moveable parts which spin a miniature propeller, 
and Sandra Callison-Guerard’s "Choker", a sado-masochistic collar 
inset with sharp screws whose lethal ends point neckwards, demonstrate 
the use of jewelry forms combined with humor and fantasy.

34
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The CBBC demonstrated a trend away from the use of expensive 

materials and precious stones. Instead, copper and its alloys in com
bination with such varied materials as plexiglass, ebony, feathers, and 
paper make "the contemporary metal object more immediate and less 
intimidating to the viewer (Cardinale and Arch, 1977, page 11)". Woven 
metallic wall hangings such as Kathleen Kaminsky's "Black Center" and 
"Quite Certitude", and Diane Maceiko’s macrame copper headdress, "Cleo", 
present the viewer with familiar fiber techniques applied to metal.
Rather than dazzle the viewer with precious gems and rare, metals, the 
presenting metalworkers seemed more interested in displaying technique 
and content. Surfaces of pieces in the show were embellished by chasing, 
hammering, electroplating, patinas, striation, weaving and gouging.

A preoccupation with the zany, tongue-in-cheek was obvious in 
works such as Bruce Clark's "Catch That Rat You Turkey (Trap)", a life- 
sized, hollow copper turkey with all the trimmings hiding a real rat 
trap where the stuffing should be; and Ann Still's "Toute Suite", a 
copper-plated brass horn that works. "Many of the titles of the works, 
such as Sandra Zilker's holloware and mirror 'Reflective Hand Worm' 
suggest ... a thread of continuity between the . . . form and its 
. . . relationship with the word (Wingate, 1977, page 18)." "Reflec
tive Hand Worm" is a sculptural object with a curved plastic "handle" 
attached to a mirror set in layers of copper. Humor or insight has 
communicated through titles or in the form of visual puns such as 
Quentin Brown's "Two Spouts and a Teapot", a teapot with a spout pro- 
jecting from either side, and Theresa Level's "leg Box", a pair of 
crossed female legs and lap forming the hinged lid of a copper box.
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Among the containers, body adornment, toys and objects of utility 
were purely sculptural pieces, Linda La Roche's hollow, tubular, copper 
construction arching in space; Leslie Leupp's copper, silver and brass 
"LF IV 75", a pyramidal base supporting a sinuous ribbon of metal ending 
in a solid cylinder; Roger Blakley's "Biopa", a bronze, organically 
sensual form; "Weather Wings", a highly polished bronze, gold, plexiglass, 
and ebony structure resembling an electric fan; and Marjorie Strider's 
"Peel", a bronze spiral painted to resemble an orange peel, are indicative 
of the variety of sculptural entries in the exhibition.

Award winners represented the diversity of the exhibition. Roger 
Blakley was awarded the grand prize of $1,000 for his entire entry of 
five bronze sculptures, each variations on an organic theme. Fred 
Fenster's "Copper Cooking Pots" and Marjorie Strider's spiralling bronze 
orange.peel both won $500. Third prizes of $300 were awarded to Connie 
Brauer for her "Pneumatic Form", a graceful yet angular copper and 
sterling sculptural object; to Quentin Brown for "Two Spouts and a 
Teapot", and to Lane Coulter for "Six Spoons and a Fork", a set of flat- 
ware enhanced by handles reminiscent of tree twigs. Stephen Daly's 
"Lightning Bowl", a cast bronze bowl on three legs with a lightning bolt 
appendage; Patricia Daunis-Dunning's brass, copper and silver "Bowl"; 
Michael Jantzen’s conceptual "Copper Coil", a round wooden plaque dis
playing a piece of thick, coiled copper with the words "copper coil" 
written on the plaque; and Daniella Kerner's free-form copper "Canteen" 
attached to lengths of plastic tubing were also winners of the $300 third 
prize. The remainder of the ten third-prize winners included James 
Nedresky for his brass cup formed to resemble a ram's head entitled
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"Lamb Chop"; Beverly Sahn for her "Jowls Pouch"* a soft leather bag with 
brass clasp; and Douglas Swain for his bronze "Cubistic Sculpture in Form 
of a Teapot".

Honorable Mentions were awarded to Steve Brisken for "Future 
History Series: Helmet Respirator II"* a science-fiction-inspired piece
complete with plastic tubing resembling a stethoscope; to Barbara 
Ingerski-Mann for "Bird Cage"* an ornate cage of copper and brass sheet
ing; to Leslie Leupp for "Leg Box"; and to Jon Palmer for his bronze 
sculpture* "Atsuko". Other Honorable Mentions were given to Helen Shirk 
for her beaten* curved sculpture* "Copper Form II" and to Ann Still for 
"Toute Suite". (See Appendix D for copies of photographs of most works 
mentioned.)

Although the prize winners represented a wide variety of work* it 
should be noted that there was no jewelry among them. According to the 
Jurors’ Statement in the CBBC catalog* "Although there were many fine 
jewelry pieces submitted* many were too closely identifiable with specific 
school or university styles to be considered".



CHAPTER 5

RESULTS OF AN ATTITUDE SURVEY 
ON COMPETITIVE/JURIED EXHIBITIONS

In light of the fact that competitive exhibitions are an impor
tant influence on contemporary.art and a fact of life for artists/ 
craftspersons, director Robert Cardinale designed a questionnaire dealing 
with attitudes concerning this subject. Composed of. ten statements to 
which artists were requested to respond, the questionnaire was sent to 
some 500 entrants to the Copper, Brass, and Bronze Competition.

The questionnaire was printed on a 5" x 8 " postage-paid form and 
sent with the acceptance/rejection notices to all artists/craftspersons 
who entered the competition. Respondents were requested to indicate their 
attitudes by checking a space beside each statement according to whether 
they "agreed strongly", "agreed", "disagreed", or "disagreed strongly".
A space at the bottom of the card was provided for comments. Even though 
responses were not signed, each card was marked in order to distinguish 
those cards returned by artists who were accepted into the show and those 
who were not.

The questionnaire sought to determine the following:
1 . general attitudes toward questions concerning competitive 

juried exhibitions
2 . differences in attitudes between those accepted to the show 

and those rejected.
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Results
Approximately 170 questionnaires were returned by the.artists, 

which represent the rate of approximately 30% of the sample population. 
Approximately 80 rejected artists and some 90 accepted artists returned 
the questionnaire.

. Appendix J presents.results of this questionnaire in histogram 
form. The graphs are constructed on a plot of the four point scale of 
"agree strongly",, "agree", "disagree" and "disagree strongly". Figure J-l 
shows the questionnaire in the.form in which the artist/craftsperson 
received it. Statement. No. 10 caused some difficulty due to the typo
graphical omission of the word "should", and was intended to read,
". . . should support competitive juried exhibitions". Nearly all respon
dents answered this item in a positive manner, so the investigators 
assumed that it was read as a positive statement. However, since approx
imately 50% of the respondents did not answer this item, results are 
questionable. Figs. J-2 through J-ll display graphs of-each statement

showing percentages of responses to the nearest 5% according to accept
ance or rejection to the competition.

According to the results of the survey, both rejected and accepted 
artists seem to feel that competitive juried exhibitions stimulate high- 
quality work by individual artists/craftspersons. In answer to statement 
No. 2, a slightly higher number of accepted artists than rejected artists 
agreed with the statement that competitive juried exhibitions encourage 
the unknown, artist/craftsperson. An equal, number of accepted and rejected 
artists agreed that participation in competitive, juried shows helps to 
establish recognition among other artists/craftspersons. A nearly equal
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number of accepted and rejected artists disagreed with the statement that 
competitive, juried exhibitions insult the established artist/craftsperson. 
Most persons responding, to the survey disagreed that competitive juried 
exhibitions are a threat to established artists/craftspersons. Both 
accepted and rejected artists seemed to generally agree that competitive, 
juried exhibitions encourage and support current trends. In answer to 
whether competitive, juried exhibitions encourage artists/craftspersons to 
work to please jurors, a greater number of accepted artists disagreed than 
did rejected artists. Most respondents disagreed with item No. 8  which 
states that competitive, juried exhibitions reward a dominantly masculine 
type of competitive spirit. Responses to No. 9 indicate that both accepted 
and rejected artists feel that competitive, juried exhibitions should be 
free for all to enter. The survey recorded general agreement with the 
final, statement that the National Endowment for the Arts and other such 
arts organizations support competitive, juried exhibitions.

Comments
A composite sampling of the types of comments which were included 

on the questionnaire is found below. The method for this sampling was to 
classify the types of comments made on the questionnaire and then divide 
them into the various categories which seemed logical due to the content 
of the statement. The investigators believe that these comments offer 
an interesting insight that was not gained from the questionnaire itself. 
Representative comments indicate the following opinions:

1 . juried shows are only as good as the jurors and often reflect 
the concepts of the jurors.in relation to current trends
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2. jurying from slides is an inadequate way to choose an exhibi
tion (this seemed to be an almost unanimous feeling amont artists/ 
craftspersons)

3. works by well-known artists are consistently shown in juried 
exhibitions —  possibly these professionals are judging each other’s 
shows

4. entering juried shows was often a gamble, whether one is an 
established artist or not; choices for shows reflect the opinions of only 
several people whose tastes may or may not concur with those of the 
entrant.

5. entrants would like to receive some information as to why their 
work was not accepted in the show

6. . the idea of a "theme" for a juried exhibition was, in general, 
a well-liked one.

A number of responding artists/craftspersons felt that competi
tion motivates them to develop their work and increase their professional 
exposure. In general, artists/craftspersons showed they were aware of 
the politics and problems in exhibitions, but many wisely stated that 
there are so many shows and chances that it all evens out.

Conclusions
The results from this questionnaire reaffirmed the investigators’ 

beliefs concerning competitive exhibitions as being generally beneficial 
to artists/craftspersons. Many of the comments included on the question
naires provided additional insight and provoked the investigators’ thoughts 
in some unexpected ways.
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It appears that competitive? juried exhibitions are important 
occurrences in the art world as well as events which stimulate the artist«, 

The investigators believe that such exhibitions will continue to be a 
great source of influence on the contemporary art scene» Large exhibi
tions may become outmoded because of the tremendous costs and logistical 
problems» Small exhibitions focusing on a theme, media, or technique may 
be the direction for the future<>

Re c ommenda tions
The investigators recommend strongly that all juried exhibitions 

develop a form which the jurors may easily fill out in order to indicate 
to the entrant the reasons for his/her rejection from the show. If the 
size of the shows decreases as seems to be the trend, this endeavor may 
be feasible.



CHAPTER 6

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The Copper, Brass, and Bronze Competition and Exhibition was a 
successful first in staging a national metals competition at the Univer
sity of Arizona. Planned by two artists/professors in the Department of 
Art at the University of Arizona, the competition and exhibition provided 
an opportunity for young artists/craftspersons across the nation to 
display their work. The exhibition, created a great deal of exposure for 
the University, the Department of Art, and the Museum of Art of the 
University of Arizona. Over 6,000 people visited the exhibition which 
was publicized in three separate television appearances to promote the 
show as well as three separate instances of television news coverage of 
the exhibition. The Copper, Brass, and Bronze Exhibition has set a 
precedent for future shows of this kind at the University of Arizona.
It is hoped that the exhibition has raised the level of understanding arid 
appreciation of Arizonans for the contemporary art work being done in cop
per and its alloys.

Much cooperation for the exhibition was gained from local industry 
and business interests; however, the direct and indirect support of the 
copper industry was not as great as anticipated. The Copper Development 
Association, which is a national organization to which all of the copper 
mines, in the nation belong, did support the CBBC by supplying matching 
funds to the National Endowment for the Arts grant.
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Participating as the assistant to the directors of the Copper, 
Brass, and Bronze Exhibition was an invaluable experience for this writer. 
Organizing the exhibit at the University of Arizona provided the oppor
tunity for an unusual educational experience for students in the Department 
of Art. All student assistants involved in the exhibition had a chance 
to become knowledgeable about aspects involved in the execution of a major, 
national crafts competition.



APPENDIX A

' MAJOR METALCRAFT EXHIBITIONS 
FROM 1972 THROUGH 1977 FROM CRAFT HORIZONS MAGAZINE

"Contemporary Enamels Invitational, Huntsville Museum of Art; Huntsvilles 
Alabama9 February, 1977.

"The Metalsmith", Phoenix Art Museum; Phoenix, Arizona, April, 1977.
"Precious Metals: The American Tradition in Gold and Silver", Lowe Art

Museunv , University of Miami, Miami., Florida, February, 1976.
"Invitational; Enamel Exhibition", Florence Duhl Gallery; New York,

New York, June, 1976.
"Metalsmithing USA", Museum, of Contemporary Crafts; New York, New York, 

February, 1975.
"Invitational Jewelry Exhibition", Visual Arts Gallery; Pensacola Junior 

College, Pensacola, Florida, June, 1975.
"National Jewelry Invitational", Anderson Gallery; Virginia Commonwealth 

University, Richmond, Virginia, April, 1974.
"National Invitational. Exhibition in Contemporary Jewelry"; Georgia State 

University, Atlanta, Georgia, August, 1974.
"The Goldsmith", Renwick Gallery; New York, New York, October, 1974.
"Contemporary American Silver smiths, and Goldsmiths", Fairtree Gallery;

New York, New York, February, 1973.
"Smithing '73", Fine Arts Gallery; State University College at Brockport, 

Brockport, New York, August, 1973.
"Sterling Design ’73", Lever House; New York, New York, August, 1973.
"Goldsmith '70", Columbus Museum of Art; Columbus, Ohio, February, 1972.
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APPENDIX B 

PROPOSAL AND 
BUDGET FOR THE CBBC 

.... l,_l 
I. .-.,rliCANT ORGA~IlATION I'AOJlCT (iAANl At't'liCA TION 

INtnt t..O .udffll .. ,,,. lopl NATIONAL lNOOWMHIT fOn lHt. ARTS 
WASHINGTON, 0 . C . 20'A6 

University of Arizona 
Tucson, Arizona 85721 

Ill. I'I:.AIOO Of IU"'0RT AfOU(ST(O 

II . PROGf\AM UNOER WHICH SUPPORT IS REOUESTEO 

STAAT 5 1 76 END 
Crafts Exhibition Ai d --- ---

-TH OAY 'I' I All 

Ill . SUMMARY OF PROJECT DESCRIPTION ICOMI'LIH IN CI'ACI l'IIOVIOIO. 00 _!!!!!CONTINUE ON AOOITIOioAL I'AC::IS .I 

5 1 77 --
'"0HTH O.l'l' 'I' fAll 

A na tJ.onal competitive copper metals exhibition for craftsmen producing objects 
composed predomin~mtly of copper, brass, and bronze. Works to be exhibited "'ill in-
elude je\Jelry, hollo\J:lrc, flat\Jork, enamel. constructions, architectural embellishments, 
toys and other objects. E.xhibi t ion \Jill be in the Spring of 1977' and tie in \Jith 
Bicentennial Celebrations and Copper Days (an annual local event). 

This exhibition will focus on the use of copper, brass and bronze as an art medium, 
to shov its range, versatility and desirability as .: medium for the product.1.on of fine 
hand-crafted items. It will serve to educate the public of the virtues of copper and 
to encourage craftsmen to use it more fully. The exhibit will strengthen the ties 
bCL\JC'Cn the fine <.~rts, industry, and the community at lnrge. 

Selection of \Jorks to be exhibited and cash a\Jards totaling $5,000.00 \Jill be made 
by nationally prominent jurors. These jurors vill also . be presenting public lectures 
and demonstrations in connection "'ith the exhibit. 

An extensive catalog with illustrations and critical text \Jill be published. Any 
revenues resulting from entry fees, sales of catalogs, etc., will be used to produce 
slide documentation and travel of a selected portion of the e.'<hibition. 

Hatching funds have been secured contingent upon approval of this grant and nn 
cscrn"' fund hos been established tow:1rds implementing this exhibition. (See supporting 
letter attached.) 

In sum, the exhibition will attract national attention to finely crafted "'orks in 
copper, and be fittin gly held in the copper producin~ center of the United States. 

~~~~!:"'-~~~8£R OF~~NS f.XPECTEO TO B£NEFIT FROM THIS PROJECT 50,000 - 100,000 
VI . SUMMARY Of (STIMATEO COSTS l"lCA,.ITULAfiON 0' •uoal f IUOG 00. PAGU J .. HO Jl TOTAL COSTS OF I'ROJ(CT 

A.. DIRECT COSTS lr-..O.cl to .... ,.,, I on doll•• al 
\ 

SALARIES & WACES s 

FRINGE BENEFITS 

SUPPLI£S & MATERIALS 2,000 

TRAVEl 1,000 

SJ'lCIAl 

OTtt[R 17,000 

TOTAL DIRECT COSTS I 20,000 

B. tNOtnECT COSTS 

TOTAL I'AOJECT COSTS ' 
20,000 

1111 TOTAL .V.IIJUNT R~OUf.STED FROM N[A ' 10,000 
VIII. ORGANIZATION TOTAL FISCAl ACTIVITY ACT . MOST RECENT FISCAL PO. UT. FOR NEXT FISCAL 1'0. 

A. EXPENSES 1. I 2. I 

b . R(VENU($ GRANTS & CONTAIOUTIONS 1. s 2. I 
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IX . IUOGlT IA(AitOOwN Of TOTAL UTIMAT£0 COSTS O' PROJlCT AS SUMMAAil[O ON PAG£ 1 
.... o .. -c .. u 

1. ~~ ............ .,.. 
DC TAIL NOT RCOVIRCD WHEN R(OVCSTINC $10,000 OR LESSON A NIOJECT Of S10.000AN0 LESS 

l1tlo otod/01 Type No. of A-I .. A··- 'II. of T ,,.,. D••oted 
of ,.,,o,.,.l ,.,.,,.,..1 S.leoy ~Y,.. to th•• Proton Amount 

s s ---
---
---
---
--- . 
---
---
---
---
---

Total s.~..-. .,.., Weoeo s 

.ctctfriftp~iu s 

lou! Salao'".,.., W-vn lftdudi"'V fr i"'V• boo"""" s 

l . Suppl•n otod M<lt•l.lt lion Nell....,.,, rypo MIMntolyJ Amo ..... 
DE TAIL NOT REOUIRCD WHEN REOVCSTING S/0.000 OR LESS ON A f'ROJECT Of S:OO.OXJ ANO LCSS. 

Exhibition cases and materials s 2,000 

Toul Su!X)Ii" ""d M..,.,, .. , s 2,000 

3. Tr .. tl 
DETAIL NOT REOVIRCD WHEN R[OVCSTING SIO.OOODR LESS ON A f'ROJECT OF SXJ,COOANO LESS. 

T rantporutk>n ol Personnel 

No. of Trnolen ...... "' A,.... .. ,., 
s 

Toul .,.,.po<ta1k>n of _.,,.,.. , • 

Subolnonc• . 
,...,, of ln .. lo" no.oiO.'f' • nyreu ·. 

' 

• 

. 
Tol<tl S..bton- • , .... ,, ... , I 
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IX . 8UOC(T BRlAitDOWIII 0' TOTAL UTIM4TLD COSTS Of 'ROJECT 4S SUMM4RIZEO 0111 '~'GE 1 '"""''"uoodl 

• Sc:-c••• lion OO<h 110"' UC»<II~yJ 

O(TAIL NOT lllOVI/f£0 WH[N lllOVlSTING $10,000 014 LESS ON A ntfO.JlCT Of SXJ,()I)() AND LESS ........... "' 
s 

I 

1 oteJ S,...:oal ' 
5. Otllef lhtt oodl INio• typ. .. _., .. yl 

THIS SECTION MUST 6£ COMPLETED ON [VERY APPLICATII)N. Atnount 

Honorarium (3) @ $1,200 (all inclusive: travel, per diem, etc.) I 3,600 

Desi~n and printing, publicity materials and exhibition graphics 1,150 

Postage, shipping and insurance (University of Arizon;:1 contribution) 1,500 

CataloQ 5,000 

Avards 5,000 

Insurance of exhibition (Arizona Historical Society contribution) 750 

Totol o,,.., I 17,000 

8 . lnd1tKI C..Ono 
1. Rou ot1ob1"1Md by onod>.d indlfK'I cvn allouhon pion Amount 

"•" ~ S.ul I 
2. Jo\.ato nl.lblo•IMcf by OIV~ ttte Mg<>UoUon a,.wmenlwtlll fedNII ~ 

fUll ~ a-s I 

X. CONTRIBUTIONS, GRANTS, 4NO RlVlNUES /FOil THIS niO.J£CTJ 

A. C..Ontrob.ltoono 
1. C..oll ldo not indudo d11K1 donations to NEAl Amount 

Univl'rsity of Arizona I 1,500 

Conf!cr Develo!!mcnt Association 5,000 
2. ln ·~und C..Ontribt11oons Uut .. ,,.. ""'tOI naml 

Arizona Historical Societ;t ~1useum 3,000 

Toto! Controb.llinna I 9,500 

I . c ....... (do -t lou anucipiltood ''""'hom NEAl A......,nl 

' 

Total G•onll I 

c. R•••nun """"""t 

f,;ntn fees {~10 ECr entrnnt} s 31000 

Catalog sales 2z500 

Tetef R•••Lvet t ____.S_S_O 0 

Tet., t.fttrilltvtool\t, Gr•ntt, ond A•••,.u• I 15,000 
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XI. UATl ARTS AGENCY NOTifiCATION 

The No.uonel Endowment lOt the _Arta '"'"you 1o0 ~nlo<m your hue Ant~ of the len ltwll row ., .... t»-n"'' thtt ...,.~- . 

H•••youdo"" oo? --\·-· __ Y" ____ No 

XII . CUHIFICATION 

We •nify tllet lho lnlormetion CDntar.nod In lhu oppiidtion, iftd..cli,. ell onacto-"u--.! WpPI>n"'f ....,et ith, Ia u ... end_,_. to tile t.fl of 0 .,, k-lodgo. 

AUTHORIZING OFF ICIALIS! 

..,~M· · ,,:f'4Jt.V d -!flu) O.te '•""'* 10 1 4 7 5 
-nth ... , , ... 

T eiophont: AC 6 Q 2 8 8 4 3 5 11 

,.,.., .... O.to Soonod 

-·~~ Cl.y ,.. .. 
Telephone: AC 

'ROJECT DIRECTOR 

602 884 

~-·~·----------------------------------------- O.lt SIQI*S -_--,-:-.,--------... ~,-------,-.. - ,-

CHE.CI!; LIST 

1. H.•t you on.oched 1 DDP'f' of your or,.nlutlon' a Federal Tu •••"'Pcion loner or • .,__, id.,.tityiftt the Of'98niutioft n I,., of lute or loc.~l ton•nmanl7 

) . Hna you oomptatod tho wr•un .. ., of onifNitod CIDII on poaoo 1, oho pro•ielod oil ll~tteil r-.quirood on raoto" 2 and 3, and oneched allck>cv_,&etion required 10 

... bnontoalo pro,...Wid tro .. l CDft , putd\IN of ooqulpnwnt, and ind~raC1 DDn I 

ol , ..... yo.~ po•ielod r-.qulrod detail under 011111 Support tKtion? 

PLEASE OtT ACH THE INSTRUCTION SHEET BEFORE SUBMITTING THIS AI'PLICATION 
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BUDGET

CONTRIBUTIONS;
National Endowment for the Arts $5,000.00 
Matching Funds;
University of Arizona Foundation $1,500.00
Copper Development Association 5,000.00
State of Arizona Humanities 1,000.00
Cyprus Mining 50.00
Catalog Sales and Contributions 598.00
Entrance Fees for Competition 4,860.00

EXPENSES;
Jurors $3,000.00
Exhibition Cases and Expenses 4,562.00
Photos and Layouts 806.00
Printing of. Entry Forms, Catalogs and Posters 3,920.00
Miscellaneous Items from University Stores . 400.00
Projectionist for Jurors' Lectures 16.00
Computer Data Processing 35.00
Portion of Postage (Department of Art Supplied the

Remainder) 215.00
Award Monies for Competition Winners 5,000.00
Slides Duplicated 200.00
Return Shipping Fees 4,100.00



APPENDIX C 

REPRODUCTION' OF THE ENTRY FORM
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February 13, 1977 

February 18, 1977 

February 28, 1977 

March 8 & 9, 1977

March 15, 1977 

April 3, 1977 

April 4-M ay 15, 1977 

May 20-21, 1977

May 30, 1977

Last day for receipt of entry forms, entry fee, and slide entries.

Judging of slide entries.

Acceptance and rejection notices will be mailed.

Delivery of hand-delivered entries to:
University of Arizona 
Department of Art 
Olive & Speedway 
Tucson, Arizona 85721 
(9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.)

Last day for receipt of shipped entries.

Preview and reception for artists, patrons and invited guests.

Exhibition open to the public.

Hand-delivered works must be picked up at University of Arizona Art Department 
(9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.).

NOTE: Hand-delivered entries left after May 21, 1977, will become the property of 
CBBC and will be disposed of at the discretion of CBBC unless prior 
arrangements have been made.

Shipped entries will be sent out.



THE COPPER, BRASS, AND BRONZE C O M PETIT IO N  is directed by the University of Arizona 
Department of Art with a grant from the National Endowment for the Arts and in cooperation with the 
Copper Development Association, Inc. The purpose of the exhibition is to display and reward the 
creative efforts of artists, craftspersons, and designers in the U.S.A. working in the medium of copper 
and copper alloys.

1. E L IG IB IL IT Y

2. MEDIA

3. JU D G IN G

The competition is open to all living artists, craftspersons, and designers, who are 
residents or former residents of the U.S.A.

All entries must be executed predominantly in copper, brass, and or bronze. Any type of 
original hand crafted object may be submitted (for example, hollow ware, flatware, 
enamelware, jewelry, body adornment, utensils, furnishings, toys, sculpture, architectural 
embellishments, and other functional and non functional objects or images) All traditional 
and non-traditional techniques and processes are acceptable.

All work accepted by the show will be selected by a panel of nationally known judges. 
Judges for this year's exhibition are: Robert Ebendod, Metalsmith President, Society of 
North American Goldsmiths
Steven Prokopoff. Director. Museum of Contemporary Art. Chicago
William Harper, Enamelist. Associate Professor of Art. Florida St,it'"' University,
Tallahassee
Awards and recommendations for purchase prizes will be made b> the judges Decisions 
of the judges will be final.

Uiu>



7 ,  M A R K E N G g  Final entry labels will be included with notification of acceptance for the exhibition. Labels
should be fastened securely to the entry in a conspicuous location. Shipped pieces must 

q  be appropriately packed in resuable crates and insured by the artist, while in transit to the
_ exhibit. Accepted entries should be shipped or hand delivered to:

^ COPPER, BRASS AND BRONZE COMPETITION
Department of Art 
The University of Arizona 
Tucson, Arizona 85721 

The University of Arizona is served by the usual shipping agencies, including UPS, Air 
Express, various motor freight lines, and the U.S. Postal Service. Return shipping and _insurance will be paid by the University of Arizona.

8 a  I M S 8 J - R A M C E 2  CBBC will insure all work included in the exhibit. Damaged crates will remain unopened
pending notification of the carrier and the artist. CBBC will not be responsible for loss or 
damage to any work shipped uninsured. Work on tour will be insured both in transit and while on display.

9o COMMISSBONS: A 25% commission on all sales will be retained by CBBC.

A copy of the catalog of the exhibition will be mailed to all entrants. For further information 
address all inquiries to Michael F. Croft or Robert L. Cardinale, directors, CBBC, Depart
ment of Art, University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona 85721.

Ui



4. PR IZES

5. RO LES OF 
ENTRY:

0. PREPARATION 
OF SLIDES:

Prizes will be awarded at me discretion of the judges solely on the basis of merit.
$5,000 in prizes will be awarded.
1. A $10.00 NON-REFUNDABLE ENTRY FEE, regardless of the number of entries 

submitted.
2. A maximum of five works may be submitted. A set constitutes one work.

3. Selection of works will be made by 35 mm slides only.
4. Entry blanks must be filled out completely with all pertinent information requested.
5. Slides, entry forms and checks must arrive in one envelope no later than February 13, 

1977.

The University of Arizona retains the right to refuse an entry which is too fragile, not 
completed, damaged, or overvalued.
Works accepted for exhibition may not be withdrawn from the exhibition for any reason.
Entries not in one piece and requiring specific handling or installation are .subject to 
curative approval and must be accompanied by a full explanation of installation.
1. Please submit only as many slides as required to properly present the work. No more 

than five for any one object. Three-dimensional objects should have front and two 
sides presented. Detail shots are often desirable.

2. Each slide should have the following information:
a. Name of artist d. Medium or technique
b. Title (if appropriate) e. Indicate "top"
c. Dimensions

3. Slides should be sent in plastic sleeve sheets (preferably) or otherwise protected.

Since judging will be done exclusively by slide, (he importance of quality slide reproduc- • tion cannot be overemphasized. Avoid distractive background detail. Please be sure work' 
is photographed accurately. A work which differs markedly from the accepted slide entry will be disqualified.



E N T R Y  F O R M  C O P P E R ,  B R A S S  &  B R O N Z E  C O M P E T I T I O N
Departm ent of Art 

The University of Arizona 
Tucson, Arizona 85721

Date of Birth
tiA^i) (Finsij (Minruf-i

City State . . .  Zip

Dimensions 
H x W  x D + Wt

Title Medium (if appropriate)

1 . - . . : . . . . .
2- .... .....

3. .

4. ..   .

5. ' . . . .

Number of entries ( ) Number of slides sent ( ) Check enclosed ( )

Permission granted to photograph my work for publicity purposes. I agree to ail provisions of entry for this exhibition.

Phone ( . . . )
Area Code

Sale price Available
or Insurance for tour?
Value if NFS Yes No

Artist's name 

Address

Artist’s signature



ftoHFlCMlON OF 
AC C EPTA N C E OK REJECTION

Art is ts  Nam e

Address

City

1 .

2.

lLA STi

Title

I fin si)

State

3

COPPER, BRASS & B R O N Z E  C O M P E T I T I O N
D epartm ent of Art 

The University of Arizona 
Tucson, Arizona 85721

(M ID D L E .

Zip Phone (
A 'cm C<v :v

Accepted Rejected
Accepted for 

Tour



APPENDIX D

REPRODUCTION OF CATALOG OF THE 
COPPER, BRASS, AND BRONZE EXHIBITION

(Permission has been granted by the University of Arizona, Department of 
Art to reprint this material.)
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So many factors coalesce to precipitate an exhibition such as 
the Copper, Brass, and Bronze Competition that it is difficult in retrospect to 
Isolate them.

Most jewelry, metalsmithing, and sculpture Instructors are attracted to 
copper and copper alloys as a desirable medium for their classes. Having 
taught Jewelry and metalsmithing for a number of years, I had always ap
preciated the fact that copper seemed to be a most desirable material for 
teaching purposes, particularly on the beginning level. The modest expense of 
the working with copper and copper alloys as opposed to other non-ferrous 
metals encourages students to be more Innovative, daring, and creative than 
they might otherwise be. It promotes a desirable freedom of expression that 
often disappears as soon as the more expensive non-ferrous metals are intro
duced. Unfortunately, many of the more Innovative pieces fall to survive out
side the classroom when forced to compete with the more valued materials.

Competitive exhibitions, especially those emphasizing metalwork, have 
for the most part rewarded the precious metals of silver and gold overlooking 
what I feel Is the most creative and Imaginative work being done. It was the 
desire to see an exhibition spotlighting the rewarding expression in the mate
rials of copper and copper derivatives that led to my proposing this exhibition.

Despite the fact that the University of Arizona exists In close proximity to 
the richest deposit of copper In the free world and Is located In the heart of 
one of the few remaining centers of Indigenous metal work In the country, very 
little attention has been paid to serious work of artists In this medium and thus 
the efforts of these artists have gone largely unrewarded. It has been the rare 
exception that works In a basic material such as copper have been permit
ted, much less focused upon In a major art exhibition^- and certainly not in 
Arizona or the Southwest.

It seemed "a natural" to present an exhibition focusing on the use of 
copper as an art medium -  to show Its range, versatility and desirability as a 
medium for the production of fine hand crafted Items; to educate the public 
to Its virtues, and to call attention to the state Of Arizona as a copper- 
producing state as well as to the copper Industries' contribution to the nation,

The fact that a total of 490 artists from across the nation presented 
nearly 4000 slides representing approximately 1200 works of ait for considera
tion In this exhibition Indicates high Interest among artists. Needless to say, the



jurors. Dr. Stephen Prokbpoff, Director of the Museum of Contemporary Art, 
Chicago; Mr. William Harper, Associate Professor of Art and the country's lead
ing exponent of contemporary enamelwork; and Mr. Robert Ebendorf, Presi
dent of the Society of North American Goldsmiths had a difficult task In select
ing 236 works from the many fine examples submitted. They have selected d 
show which Is a well-rounded representation of the finest In metalwork being 
produced In this country, by established artists as well as many young, exciting 
metalsmiths.

We hope you will find the show stimulating. Imaginative, creative, 
outrageous, humorous, challenging, and one which will force you to think 
of copper In a new light.

I wish to thank the many people who believed In the show, who offered 
encouragement and help In the many aspects of Its birthing, these people 
had the foresight to see beyond the obvious restrictions imposed by the 
medium and realized the Importance to the copper community, the University 
community and to the art world. Most of all I wish to thank my co-director, 
without whose encouragement, enthusiasm, and willingness to give of himself, 
this exhibition would still be In the realm of "might have been."

Michael F. Croft
Associate Professor of Art
Coordinator of Jewelry and Metalsmlthlng
Department of Art
University of Arizona



I am absolutely delighted to be able to write this preface to the 
Copper, Brass, and Bronze Competition exhibition catalogue. I am delighted, 
first, because It gives me an opportunity to commend my very able 
colleagues. Professors Robert L. Cardinale and Michael F. Croft, for the 
magnificent work they have done In organizing and seeing through to 
fruition this Important event, not to mention their profound Insight In sensing 
the national need for a focus of this type upon the crafts scene as an art 
form; and, second, I am delighted to have an opportunity to restate some 
of my own previously-expressed views on the subject.

There continues to exist an unfortunatepnd unnecessary schism 
between craft objects and other works of art. Centuries ago, no one gave a 
second thought to the artistic difference between the so-called fine arts of 
painting and sculpture and the so-called applied arts of metal-smithing, 
weaving, and other crafts. Works of art were works of art in the Twelfth through 
Sixteenth Centuries; whether they were made of paint on canvas, metal, stone, 
or fabric was less Important than the artistic excellence of the Individual piece 
In question. A container, for example, such as a chest or pot, was not thought 
less of because It had a specific utilitarian function. Such objects were 
evaluated on the basis of the excellence of their color, proportions, and 
textures, to name but a few principles and elements, rather than whether or not 
they were made of a certain material or performed a particular function.

The situation became confused In the Eighteenth Century, was exacer
bated In the Nineteenth Century, and by the Twentieth Century, an absolute 
bifurcation of the arts Into the so-called fine arts and the crafts had occurred. 
Today we have a Museum of Contemporary Crafts, as If the Museum of Mod
ern Art (which Is next door In New York City) Was devoted exclusively to paint
ing and sculpture. Indeed, as It turns out, the crafts had been neglected in 
Twentieth Century art museums, and most of the art objects shown by the 
Museum of Modem Art are, Indeed, paintings, sculpture, drawings, and 
graphic prints, with the equivalent of lip service being paid to the crafts. Even 
photography and Industrial design have fared better at the Museum of Mod
em Art, hence. It Is not at all Inappropriate that the Museum of Contemporary 
Crafts should have been founded.



But what is needed now, more than ever perhaps since the Eighteenth 
Century, Is a realization that we are crippling our culture by relegating the 
crafts to a secondary position In the hierarchy of the arts. The time has come to 
emulate the Insights of our Gothic and Renaissance forebears In treating art as 
art, no matter what its function or material. .

The beautifully displayed and profoundly chosen works which comprise 
this exhibition should do a great deal, both regionally and nationally, to dispel 
the myth of inequality pertaining to the visual and plastic arts. If a craft object 
Is well enough conceived, profoundly realized In terms of artistic qualities of 
proportion, rhythm, balance, emphasis, color, texture, shape, and line. It can 
achieve the same level of aesthetic exellence as an art object comprised of 
canvas and paint, stone, or wood. Perhaps the most Important criterion in 
determining the aesthetic excellence of a work of art Is whether or not It "turns 
you on" or, as In my own case, starts you softly humming or whistling. I find that 
such personal signals alert me to aesthetic excellence In a work of art, no 
matter what If Is made of or what Its function may be. I get just as many 
"tums-ons" In the Medieval crafts section of theMetropolitan Museum of Art as 
I do from that great museum's exhibitions of painting and sculpture.

I hope that this exhibition of objects fashioned In part or In whole of 
copper, brass, and/or bronze may provide a slzeably large segment of our 
viewing public with a "turn on" to the profound aesthetic delights which are 
Inherent In many of these lovely and provocative objects.

Howard Conant 
Head
Department of Art /
University of Arizona



This exhibition emphasizes major directions in which 1he contemporary 
metal worker Is moving. The first major movement is away from a real functional
ity of object; a piece of jewelry does not have to be made to be worn comfort
ably. A container form can exist In its own right without really having to hold a 
substance. The object Is free to stand In Its own aesthetic milieu and thus can be 
contemplated as a pure experience aside from and Independent of its real or 
imagined functional role.

Although often elegantly beautiful, the contemporary metal object Is 
more Immediate and less intimidating to the viewer. This is primarily because of 
the movement away from the use of precious stones and expensive metals. The 
artist/craftsperson is using and literally revelling In the richness and warmth of 
materials such as copper and brass. Such so-called base metals do not put off 
the viewer for he is familiar with these materials and is surrounded by them in his 
daily life.

In addition to using common as well as technological materials which 
are familiar to the viewer, the metal worker further communicates to the viewer 
through the use of humor, whimsy and often tongue-in-cheek statements. A 
viewer cannot help chuckling with joy over certain pieces as well as sharing the 
artist's own delight as he reads the title or name of the piece. Not only is the 
barrier between artist, viewer and piece removed but also a strong tie is estab
lished through the communication of humor or Insight which the artist has pre
sented and to which the viewer has responded.

The metal artist is making a variety of significant statements. He, of 
course. Is making humorous or whimsical statements, but he Is also making very 
strong and Important formal statements. A number of pieces In the current 
exhibition are pure forms in the classic or traditional sense. Many pieces are a 
formal or technical tour de force. They are totally refined and elegant In every 
detail. They embody every principle of art In a quintessential manner.



62. Fred Fender Cooking Pots

k - . ,  : i B  ,
95. Michael E. Jantzen Copper Coll

"99. Don M. Johnson Pin Strip 52



Incredible complexify and a joy of decoration mark a number of pieces 
on exhibit. The artists seem to be Incognizant of the preciousness of time in 
today's society as they daringly conceive and execute pieces which take 
hundreds of hours and promise little return other than their own joy and the 
titillatlon of the aesthetic perception of the viewer. The variety and versatility with 
which these many complex pieces are made is almost seductive. One is 
entranced by the many joints, fasteners, modes of riveting, clasps and patinas /
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or surface coloration used. Such a joy of detail and elaborate complexity 
bespeaks a delightfully decadent vlctorianism of the 21st Century rather than 
the 19th Century.

Finally, then, there are those pieces In the exhibition which are allied 
with the conceptual directions of many of today's arts forms. They show the 
obvious and label It to make It even more ridiculously obvious. Such pieces 
force us to take a new view of the arts and the material and formal statements 
they make. These pieces are intended to be provocative rather than beautiful. 
The artist often wishes to anger the viewer rattier than to please the viewer. He is 
making a statement and he demands a strong, even if a negative, response to 
his statement.

There are many other subtle, beautiful, and exciting elements and direc
tions manifested in this exhibition and you are invited to search for them, find 
them and share them with these many serious artists represented here as well as 
with those around the country who are diligently working In varied media to 
develop significant formal, technical, and expressive statements of and about 
today's society.

Robert L. Cardinale 
Assistant Professor of Art 
Department of Art 
University of Arizona 
Tucson.Arizond



In a tape-recorded discussion following several days of slide viewing 
and thousands of visual decisions, the jurors made the following obseivations 
presented here In summary form.

The guiding force In our decision-making was the overall look of the 
work, the visual excellence displayed, along with the style and sense of resolu
tion In the work, with the technical aspects being considered as supportive to 
the visual statement.

We believe that the works selected for the exhibition are elegant, hand
some, and serious pieces. They have a great deal of substance, visually, 
Ideationally and technically. The selections and the exhibition are unique, 
original and should hold up for years to come.

It should be noted that among the award winners, there Is no jewelry. 
Although there were many fine jewelry pieces submitted, many were too 
closely Identifiable with specific school or university styles to be considered.

There Is a good variety in the selections, including fantasy as well as an 
Incredible display of technical proficiency showing a strong awareness of the 
rich heritage of the artist/craftsperson.

Robert Ebendorf 
Associate Professor of Art 
State University of New York 
New Paltz, New York

Stephen Prokopoff 
Director
Museum of Contemporary Art 
Chicago, Illinois

William Harper
Associate Professor of Crafts Design 
Florida State University 
Tallahassee, Florida



Name Catalog Number Amount
Roger F.BIakley 18,19,20,21,22 $1,000
FredFenster 62 500
MajorieStrlder 204,205,206,207 500
Connie Brauer 29 300
Quentin J. Brown 32 300
Lane Coulter 47 300
Stephen J. Daly 53 300
Patricia J. Daunls-Dunnlng 55 300
Michael E. Jantzen 95 300
DaniellaKemer 106 300
James A. Nedresky 146 300
Beverly S. Sqhn 169 , 300
Douglas C. Swain 208 300

HONORABLE MENTION

31
92
119
157
185
202

IffE EXHIBITION ■
The artists are listed and numbered In alphabetical order. Pieces are 

listed with predominate materials and dimensions In the following order: 
height, Width, length or depth, all In Inches. A bold face number Indicates that 
a piece Is pictured In the catalog, an (*) Indicates an award winner.

Name 
Steve Brlsken 
Barbara IngerskFMann 
LeslieG. Leupp 
Jon G. Palmer 
Helen Z. Shirk 
Ann G. Stilt



1. ALBAIR, STEVEN J.
Macomb, Illinois 
BRICK WALL 
2y2" x 21/4" xlW '
$150

2. ANGUS, JUDITH L
Oshkosh, Wisconsin 
SEED POD 
Copper 
4"xlW '
$50

3.
CONTAINER
Brass, feathers, beads
5%"x3"
NFS

4. ARUTIAN, CAROL L.
Providence, Rhode Island 
SIX OF ONE OR HALF A 
DOZEN OF THE OTHER 
Brass, copper 
each 23/4"x6"x8"
$320

5.
VESSEL
Bronze
lO V y 'x IlW 'x llW '
$320

6. ATWELL, MICHAEL J.
Bloomington, Indiana
EMBRYO
Copper
61/2"x51/2"
$250



7. BALTRUSHUNAS, JOHN P.
St. Louis, Missouri 
PIN
Copper, shakudo, gold, 
white topaz
3"x2"
$300

8. BEASLEY, GEORGE
Atlanta, Georgia
T-2019-BMX.-5
Bronze
120" x 160" x 12"
$1400

9. BECKER, JAMES E.
Benicia, California 
UNTITLED NO. 2 
Bronze 
10"xl2"x24"
$800

10.
MOUNTAIN NO. 15 
Bronze, aluminum 
8"xl4"x8"
$850

11. BECKER, SALLY J.
Providence, Rhode Island 
COCKTAIL BELT 
Copper, epoxy, leather 
$250

12.
DUCKHUNTER'S AMMUNITION 
Brass, copper, glass, nickel 
13"



13. BEGGS.THOMM H.
East Dundee, Illinois
COPPER BOWL
Copper
4%"x6W
$125

14. BENNEH, JAMIE A.
Memphis, Tennessee 
TABBED PAPER SEQUENCE 
Copper, cloisonne 
4y2" x 21/2" x%"
$450

15. BENSON, MARIS D.
Areata, California 
UNTITLED 
Brass, luclte 
2%"x2%"x72"
$800

16. BERGSTRESSER, JON M.
Trappe, Pennsylvania 
BABY'S BOTTLE 
Bronze, glass 
7"x5"xl3"
$400

17. BLAKE, ANDREW
San Francisco, California 
WEATHER WINGS 
Bronze, gold, plexiglass, ebony 
22" x 10" x 14"
$8500

Weather Wings



18. BLAKLEY, ROGER F.
Urbana, Illinois

* WESUT 
Bronze
6"x91/2"x91/2"
$900

19.
* BIOPA 

Bronze 
12"xl3"x8"
$650

20.
* NO TITLE NO. 2 

Bronze, marble 
H"x8"x5V2"
$700

21.
* NO TITLE NO. 4 

Bronze 
Il"xl5"x8"
$600

22.

18. Roger F. Blakley Wesut * NO TITLE NO. 5
Bronze
32"x9"xll"
$1300

23. BOND, SARAH M.
Manhattan, Kansas
PYRAMID
Brass
4"x4V2"x4V2"
NFS

u>



24. BORRES, PENELOPE A.
Bloomington, Indiana
REPOUSSE CONSTRUCTED
BOX
Copper
2%"x3%"x1%"

. NFS
25.

FORMED CONSTRUCTED
BRACELET
Copper
3"x4%"
NFS

26.
CONSTRUCTED BOX 
Brass
4"x1%"x2%"
NFS

27.
CRIMPED POT WITH 
CONSTRUCTION 
Copper 
7,,x6,,x51/2"
NFS

28. BRANDOM, JOSEPH L
Athens, Georgia 
DECANTER AND CUPS 
Copper, fine silver, enamel 
Decanter: 63/4"x3"x3" 
Cups: 21/2"x 3"x 3"
$750 set 19. Roger F. Blakley Blopa

'vj



20. Roger F. Blakley No Title No. 2

29. BRAVER, CONNIE
Englewood, Colorado

* PNEUMATIC FORM 
Copper, sterling silver 
5"x4y2"x4"
$700

30. BRISKEN, STEVE
Eureka, California 
FUTURE HISTORY SERIES: 
HELMET RESPIRATOR I 
Copper, brass, plastic, tin
22" x6” x4,/ 2"

$60
31.
* FUTURE HISTORY SERIES: 

HELMET RESPIRATOR II 
Copper, brass, plastic 
20"x5"x21/4"
$60

32. BROWN, QUENTIN J.
Anaheim, California

* TWO SPOUTS AND A TEAPOT 
Brass
4"x8"x5"
$500

33. BUTT, HARLAN W.
Little Elm, Texas 
THE ROAD RUNNER 
Copper, brass, bronze 
8"x3"xl"
$250

l_n



34. CALL, JANET P.
Bozeman, Montana 
CONTAINER 
Copper, brass 
4"x4%"x3%"
NFS

35. CALLISON-GUERARD, 
SANDRA D.
Long Beach, California 
CHOKER 
Brass, copper 
V/2"x 7”
$650

36. CARTWRIGHT, ALICE
Eugene. Oregon 
LOAF BOX
Silver, copper, bronze 
3%"x3"x2%"
NFS

37. CASSALIA, CAROLE A.
Huntington Valley, 
Pennsylvania 
SPINNING TOP 
Copper, silver, delrln 
3"x2"x2"
$350

38.
PHOTO-ETCHED BROOCH 
Acrylic, copper, brass 
5 1/2 ,,X t1/2 ,,X t1/2"
$500

21. Roger F. Blakley No Title No. 4

ON



26. Penelope A. Bones Constructed Box

39. CHERIN, LOTTE A.
Long Beach, California 
IN THE AIR BLACK 
AND BEAUTIFUL 
Copper 
4"x6"
NFS

40.
FIELD OF THE SQUARE INCH
Bronze
14' ,x16, ,x21/2"

NFS

41. CHRISTENSEN, HANS
Rochester, New York
REST
Brass
7"
$350

42. CLARK, BRUCE
Tucson, Arizona 
CATCH THAT RAT YOU 
TURKEY (TRAP)
Copper, brass, steel, silver 
10"xl4"xl1"
NFS

43.
TRI COLOR CONTAINER 
Copper, brass, silver 
1%"x2"
NFS

AA
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45 COLES, THELMA R.
Chula Vista, California 
MOUNTAIN WATERFALL 
Copper, silver

NFS

46. COTTER, JIM E.
Vail, Colorado 
TEXAS STATE SPOON 
Bronze 
$300

47. COULTER, LANE
Norman, Oklahoma

* SIX SPOONS AND A FORK 
Bronze, brass, silver 
7"xW x% "
$350

48.
* FENCED LANDSCAPE 

Bronze, copper, walnut 
7"xll"x l3"
$350

49. CUNDALL, CHRIS A.
Denton, Texas 
YOUR NAME 
Copper, brass 
2"x3"x2"
$75

29. Connie Brauer Pneumatic Form

00



32. Quentin J. Brown Two Spouts and a Teapot

50. DALVA, MARCIA S.
Larkspur, California 
DANGLING MEN 
Brass sheet 
52"xl2"
$250

51.
WOMAN AND MAN 
Brass sheet 
12"xl4"
$125

52. DALY, STEPHEN J.
YELLOW DOT PIECE 
Bronze, plastic 
18V2"x10"x9"
$800

53.
* LIGHTNING BOWL 

Bronze 
10"xl4"xllV2"
NFS

54. DAUNIS-DUNNING, 
PATRICIA J.
Brunswick, Maine 
BRACELET
Brass, copper, sterling silver
21/2" x 21/2"
$120

55.
* BOWL

Brass, copper, sterling silver 
2 1/2"x 5"
$700

V O



BOX
Brass, copper, sterling silver 
&'x6"x4"
$700

57. DE BOR, MADELINE L
Syracuse, New York 
HAND MIRROR 
Brass 
91/2" x 61/4"
$900

58. DIEM, JOHN C.
Walbrldge, Ohio 
CATFISH HELMET 
Copper, brass 
6"x8"xl3"
$350

59. DUGGAN, LYNN A.
St. Louis, Missouri 
RITUAL VIAL WITH STAND 
Brass, copper, silver 
5V2"x6"xl%"
$140

60.
WALL CONSTRUCTION WITH 
PENDANT
Copper, brass, nickel,
plexiglass
9" x 9" x 21/2”

Lighting Bowl

00o



71. Timothy M. Glotzbach Container No 3

61. EWING, SUSAN R.
Lawrencevllle, Illinois 
RUFFLED POT 
Copper 
6" x 53/4" x 51/4"
NFS

62. FENSTER, FRED
Sun Prairie, Wisconsin 

* COOKING POTS 
Copper, bronze 
5^x11", 8" x IT'
NFS

63. FISCHER, GARY L.
Oreland, Pennsylvania 
FAN
Copper, brass, silver, wood 
10"x2''xl"
$150

64.
URN MONUMENT NO.l 
Copper, silver, brass, shell 
8"x3"x3"
$250

65.
TEMPLE OF COMMERCE 
Copper, brass, stone 
5"x4i/2"x4i/2"
$150

00



66. FOSSfcE, JACQUELINE
Bloomington, Indiana 
BRACELET 
Copper, brass 
5"x5"
$35

67. FREDERICK, WILLIAM N.
Chicago, Illinois 
CHALICE AFTER 
MICHELANGELO 
Silicon bronze 
5 W x W x W  
$300

68.
CHALICE AND PATEN 
Brass, bronze 
61/2" x 5"
NFS

69. GILBERT JR., HUMPHREY T.
Elk Mound, Wisconsin 
CHALICE
Copper, silver, gold 

’ $800

70. GILLUM, EDWARD A.
Santa Cruz, California
ROLLING
Bronze
4"xlV'xl5"

Purse

00N)



79. M aggie J. Griffin Pipe Dream

71. GLOTZBACH, TIMOTHY M.
Cambria, Illinois 
CONTAINER NO. 3 
Copper, brass, porcelain 
31/2" x 21/2"
NFS

72.
CONTAINER NO, 4 
Copper, brass, porcelain 
3"x2"
NFS

73. GLOWACKI, MARTHA J.
Madison, Wisconsin 
WINTER FIELDS, WINTER MOON 
Copper, plexiglass, enamel 
3" x 31/2" x 31/2"
$400

74.
PURSE
Copper, brass, bronze, leather 
13"x3%"x3"
$600

75. GOLD, DEBRA L.
Johnson City, Tennessee 
SQUAT BOX 
Copper, brass, enamel 
11/2"x5"x5"
NFS

76. GOODLIVE, KARIN R.
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
DANCE BELT FOR SALOME 
9"x7"
$500

00u>



77. GRAHAM, WILLIAM R.
Orleans, Vermont 
SOUP POT 
Copper 
7"x7"
$85

78. GREENE, JAY R.
Homer, Alaska 
TOY WHISTLE 
Copper, brass 
4"xW 
NFS

79. GRIFFIN, MAGGIE J.
Southampton, New York 
PIPE DREAM
Copper, brass, silver, cow horn 
3%"x2"x2"
NFS

80. GUNTHER, RANDALL L.
Lake Havasu City, Arizona 
STRIPED BELT BUCKLE 
Copper, brass, bronze, ebony, 
lapis, jade, steel, sterling silver, 
plastic, aluminum, tiger eye, 
cocobola, Iron wood 
4%"x2%"
$185

81.
PENDANT NO. 29
Bronze, brass, copper, plastic
4%"xl%"
$325

32

85. Ann B. Helberger Jeweler's Tool-Tube Cutting Jig

004>



82. HACKER, RALPH L
Long Beach, California 
SATURN'S RINGS 
$400

83. HAJZL, DONNA J.
Stlckney, Illinois 
PLUME NO. 1 
Brass wire"
6"x5"x3"
$225

84.
PLUME NO. 2 
Brass wire 
TTx8"x3"
$300

85. HEIBERGER, ANN B.
Providence, Rhode Island 
JEWELER'S TOOL- 
TUBE CUTTING JIG 
Brass, Steel 

Opening 6"xT"x2%"
NFS

86.

UNTITLED DRAWING 
Brass, foil, seed
2%"x%"
$25

87.
CONTAINER FOR A PIN 
12x3"x2"
$150

00
U i



88. HOWARD, ALISON R.
Cape Girardeau, Missouri 
LITTLE GIRL'S FANCY 
Enamel on copper 
6"x l2"
$130

89. HUGGINS, WILLIAM O.
Carbondale, Illinois 
JACK & JACQUELINE 
IN THE BOX 
Copper
81/2” x 81/2" and 81/2” x 81/2” 
$500 for set

90. HUNT, SUSAN K.
Bloomington, Indiana 
FLOWER POT 
Copper 
18" x 16” x 11”
NFS

91.
LEANING BOTTLE
Copper
6 ”x2 ”
$80

92. INGERSKI-MANN, BARBARA
Athens, Georgia 

* BIRD CAGE 
Copper, brass 
15” xl5"xl8”
$1500

97. Don M. Johnson Nomadic Sinker
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106. Danlella Kerner Canteen

93. JACKSON, WILLIAM D.
Stephentown, New York 
MAGIC SQUARE 
Brass, steel 
8"x8"x-2"
$200

94. JANTZEN, ELLEN E.
Carlyle, Illinois 
CEREANAE 
Copper, rope 
36" x 12" x 10"
$250

95. JANTZEN, MICHAEL E.
Carlyle, Illinois 

* COPPER COIL 
Copper, brass, plastic, wood 
24" xl"
$1000

96. JENKINS, ANN C.
Memphis, Tennessee 
OPENING 
Copper, paper 
1 0"xl2 "
NFS

97. JOHNSON, DON M.
Oneonta. New York 
NOMADIC SINKER 
Copper, brass, plexiglass, 
wood 
9"x5"x8"
$700



98.
VACUUM SURVIVAL 
Copper, brass, plexiglass 
5"xl4"x4"
$600

99.
PIN STRIP 52
Copper, brass, plexiglass 
4"xl0"x3"
NFS

100. KAMINSKY, KATHLEEN
Topanga, California 
BLACK CENTER 
Copper, fiber 
14"x69"
NFS

101.

QUIET CERTITUDE 
Copper, fiber 
31i/2"x32"
NFS

102. KAUFMAN, ADINE D.
Saratoga Springs, New York 
CHAMPLEVF ENAMEL BOX 
Brass, copper 
6%"x7%"x2%"
$150

103.
BRACELET
Copper, brass, sterling silver 
4"xl%"x3%"
$125
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111. David M. Laplanfz The Up-lnflaflon FIve-and-Ten-Cenf Sack Bank

00oo



114. Lynda LaRoche Object

104. KEENY, BRENT R.
Fresno, California
SIX CALIFORNIA FOOTHILL
BOXES
Brass
1V2"x2"x 3"
$250

105. KEHOE, JOHN D.
Athens, Georgia 
DISC XII 
Bronze 
19"
$500

106. KERNER, DANIELLA
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 

* CANTEEN 
Copper, nickel 
5"x8"x8 
$1500

107. KING, CHARLES R.
Providence, Rhode Island 
ROGER'S ROAD 
Enamel on copper, fabric 
2 %"
NFS

108. KINNEBREWIV, JOSEPH E.
Lowell, Michigan
UNTITLED
Brass
12" x 14" x 14 
$2200



109. KUMATA, CAROL B.
Madison, Wisconsin
COLLAR
Copper
$75

110. LA GAZETTE, DIANA
Boulder, Colorado 
POT WITH RIVETS 
Copper, brass 
51/2" x 5"
$200

111. LAPLANTZ, DAVID M.
Bayslde, California 
THE UP-INFLAnON FIVE AND 
TEN CENT SACK BANK 
Copper, brass 
10"x4"x4"
$150

112.
VOLUNTEERS FOR AMERICA 
CONTAINER 
Copper, brass, steel 
10"x10"x21/2"
$200

113.
GENE'S PENNY BANK
Copper
6 "x6 "
$125

119. Leslie G. Leupp LFIV 75

VOo
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114. LA ROCHE, LINDA L.

, Bloomington, Indiana 
OBJECT 
Copper 
14"x8"x3"
NFS

115.
BRACELET 
Copper, brass 
3 3/4" x 33/8" x 21/4"
$250

116.
MIRROR
Copper, brass, silver 
5"x4"xV2"
NFS

117.
CONTAINER 
Copper, pearl, cotton 
7 5/8" x 43/b" x 43/s"
$400

118. LARSON, GAIL F.
Pocatello, Idaho 
COPPER FORM II 
9"x7"x3V2"
$300

119. LEURP, LESLIE G.
Muncle, Indiana 

* LFIV 75 
Copper, silver, brass 
18" x 6"
NFS



120.
HAND MIRROR 
Copper, silver, plastic 
1 0"x8 "x2 "
NFS

121 LEVEL, TERESA S.
Providence, Rhode Island 

• LEG BOX 
Electro-formed copper 
S'x4i/2"x5i/2"
NFS

122.
PERFUME BOTTLE 
Copper, resin, sterling silver
5"x4 i/2"xiy2"
$300

123.
FETISH OBJECTS 
Electro-formed copper 
l 3/4"xly2"x5"
$500 for set

124.
LIP CUP
Electro-formed copper 
3y2"x3"x3"
$200

125. LUCK, DAVID J.
Iowa City, Iowa 
STRATA 
Bronze 
30"x8"xl6"
NFS

f ; ;

122. Teresa S. Level Perfume Bottle



125. David J. Luck Strata

126. LUND, ED
Fresno, California
HARD EDGE METAMORPHOSIS
NO. 4
Copper, brass, silver, pearl 
3" x 31/2"
NFS

127. LUPO, STEVEN F.
Harbor City, California 
COVERED JAR 
Copper 
17"x6"
$75

128.
COVERED JAR 
Copper 
15" x 7”
NFS

129. MACEIKO, DIANE E.
Bayonne, New Jersey 
CLEO
Copper, linen 
$350

130. MAIL, BARBARA
Brooklyn, New York 
RELIQUARY FOR MEMORIES 
Copper, silver, plexiglass mirror, 
enamel 
4"x3"xl"
NFS

UDU>



131. MANISCALCO, NELSON R.
Allentown, Pennsylvania 
OPTIC COPPER BOX 
Copper 
3y2"x4"x3"
$250

132. MASUR, ROBERTA W.
Bloomington, Indiana 
COPPER FORM 
Copper 
17%"x6"x3"
NFS

133.
COPPER BELT
Copper
2V4" XlOV2"X 81/2"
NFS

134. McCORMICK, ROD W.
Providence, Rhode Island 
RIBBED BROOCH 
Brass, nylon net 
3i/2"xl"x5'
$135

135. MEIS, MATT A.
University City, Missouri 
SERPENTINE MIND 
Brass
6"xll"xll"
$380 126. Ed Lund Hard Edge Metamorphosis No. 4



127. Steven F. Lupo Covered Jar

136. MILLER, DANIEL J.
Anaheim, California 
NO. 11 BRASS SCULPTURE 
Brass
14"x7"x5"
$500

137.
NO. 17 THE COPPER RIBBON
Copper
26"x6,,x4"
$500

138. MINOR, BARBARA J.
Terre Haute, Indiana 
HAROLD'S FARM 
Copper, silver, leather 
7,,x6"
NFS

139. MITCHELL, ROBERT E.
Jonesboro, Arkansas 
SAIL PIN
Electro-formed copper 
3"x4"
$195

140. MOWRY, GINA
New Paltz, New York -
SPOON
Copper, silver
18"
$300

VOLn



141. MYERS, DAVID D.
East Berlin, Pennsylvania 
COPPER BOTTLES 
Copper 
2%"x3"
5"x5"
$175

142. NAKAMOTO, ROD
Providence, Rhode Island 
HANDPIECE 
Copper, brass, deliin 
1 2"x2 %,"x2 "
$100

143.
NIGHT STICK 
Copper, brass 
13V2"xl"
$100

144.
CONTAINER
Bronze
3V2"x5"
$150

145. NATHAN, JANIS M.
Cllntondale. New York 
BOX
Bronze, onyx, sterling silver. Ivory 
51/2" x3"

Handpiece



146. James A. Nedresky Lamb Chop

146. NEDRESKY, JAMES A.
Edinboro, Pennsylvania 

* LAMB CHOP 
Brass
7 Viz" x 5"
NFS

147. NELSON, PATRICIA A.
New Paltz, New York 
HEART-SHAPED LOCKET 
Copper, bronze, brass, silver, 
fabric 
5"x4"xl"
$150

148.
PORTABLE LIVER 
Copper, silver, cornelian 
4"x2"xl"
$150

149. NICHOLS, THOMAS E.
DODD, WILLIAM L.
Austin, Texas
SCEPTER OF OUR LADY OF 
THE YELLOW ROSE 
Copper, bronze 
14"x4"x4"
$200

150.
LIBATION CUP OF THE MOON 
Copper, bronze, antler, silver 
chrysoprase, quartz, crystal, 
pearl 
10"x5"x4"

VO"J



151. NILAUSEN, BARBARA A.
Iowa City, Iowa 
ELECTRO-FORMED 
HOLLOW-FORM 
Copper, delrln 
3V2"x 191/2" x 13"
NFS

152. MORE, DEBORAH L.
Areata, California 
THE COW IN THE RAIN 
Fabric, metal, plastic 
7i/2"x8"xi/2"
$185

153. NORRELL, DONNA L
Athens, Georgia 
CLAY EXTRUDER 
Copper, brass, steel, rubber 
1 0i/2"x2 "
NFS

154. O’HANRAHAN, BRIGID
Cardiff, California 
WINDOW GOBLET 
41/2" x 41/2” x 4"
$200

155.
CONTAINER FOR WEDDING 
RINGS FROM A PREVIOUS 
MARRIAGE 
Egg: 2%"x2'x2"
Base: 2%"x3%"x2%"
$600

149. Thomas E. Nichols and William L. Dodd Sceptor of Our Lady
of the Yellow Rose

VO00



151. Barbara A. Nllaasen Electro-formed Hollow-form

156. PALMER, JON G.
San Francisco, California
HOLLY
Bronze
67" x 14" x 1/4”
$2000

157.
* ATSUKO 

Bronze 
64" x 11" x y4"
$2000

158. PALMER, RICHARD L.
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
BROOCH
Copper, brass
4%"x5%"x%"
$175

159. PECK, LEE B.
Sycamore. Illinois 
BIRD RING
Bronze, copper, silverplate
2"xl!/2"x3"
NFS

160. PERKINS, JEFFREY L
Syracuse, New York 
HOLLOWARE FORM NO. 1 
Brass, copper, sterling silver 
4"x4"x51/2"
$350

VO
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161. PICKENS, FRANCES M.
Honolulu, Hawaii 
ANTIQUE CANNISTER 
Copper 
33/e"x4"x4"
$450

162. PIJANOWSKI, HIROKO and 
GENE
West Lafayette, Indiana 
WALLHANGING NO. 1 
Inlaid metal
135/e"x 55/8" x 3/4"
$250

163.
WALLHANGING NO. 2 
Inlaid metal
11" x%"
$120

164. PRILLAMAN, RICHARti M.
Memphis, Tennessee 
ARMED “SUBSTANCE" 
CONTAINER 
Brass, bronze 
4% "x3"xll"
$650

•

a
165. PROCTOR, PAMELA P.

Syracuse, New York 
NECKPIECE
Goldplate. brass, deer horn, 159 . Richard L. Palmer
ehnnv fstnrllna silver.



163. Gene and Hlroko Pljanowskl 
Wall Hanging

166.
BRASS BOX
Brass, rosewood, silver plate 
3"x3"x3%"
$350

167. RAMZY, JAMES R.
Seattle, Washington 
SPACE CONTAINER 
Copper, brass, acrylic, 
polyester 
3%"x3%"xl"
$150

168. ROOKE-FAY, LORRAINE
Burlington. Ontario, Canada 
BYZANTINE THEME II 
Enamel-silver cloisonne 
7"
$275

169. SAHN, BEVERLY S.
La Jolla, California 

* JOWLS POUCH 
Brass, leather 
5%"x7"x2%"
$425

170. SALZMANN, TERRY V.
Norman, Oklahoma 
BOWL
Copper, brass 
6"x7”
$70

TO
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171. SAMUELSON, BETH L. C.
Muncle, Indiana 
BRACELET FORM 
Brass
5" x 4" x 41/2"
$300

172. SANCHEZ, LARRY S.
Seattle. Washington 
NARCISSIS
Brass, delrln, copper, nickel 
5"x7"
$250

173. SATTERFIELD, BARBARA L.
Newark, Delaware 
PIN
Brass, copper, silver. Ivory,
feather
4"xlV4"
$150

174 SAVAGE, CRAIG G.
Phoenix, Arizona 
PILL BOX 
Brass, bronze 
T'x5"x5"
$600

175.
CONTAINER
Brass
31/2" x 5" x 5"
$400

167. James R.Ramzy Space Container
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182. SEDMAN, VICKIE
Elkins Park, Pennsylvania 
SHOULDER PIN 
Copper, silver 
8"x4"xlV2"
$450

183.
HAND MIRROR AND RATTLE 
Copper, bronze, silver, brass 
acrylic 
6"x3"x V'
$850

184. SIEDEN, ROBERT P.
Southfield, Michigan 
REST
Bronze, teak 
12"xl4"x8"
$500

185. SHIRK, HELEN Z.
San Diego. California 

* COPPER FORM II 
Copper 
6 "x6 "x6 "
$1000

186.
COPPER FORM I
Copper
5" x 71/2" x 6"
$1000

52

172. Larry S. Sanchez Narclssls
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169. Beverly S. Sahn

176. SCHERR, MARY A.
Akron, Ohio 
LETTER OPENER 
Brass, silver. Ivory, amber 
15" x 3"
$500

177. SCHROEDER, ROBERT F.
Madison, Wisconsin 
OBJECT NO. FOUR 
Copper, silver, polyester 
3"x3"x6"
$350

178.
OBJECT NO. SIX-TEABALL 
Copper, brass, silver 
2 "x2 "x6 "
$400

179.
OBJECT NO. THREE 
Silver, copper, brass 
2 "x2 "x2 V2"
$300

180. SCHULZ, SUSAN M.
Newark, Delaware 
DANE
Copper, brass, silver, walnut 
8 "x6 "xl"
$150

181. SCHWARCZ, JUNE T.
Sausallto, California 
NO. 701 BOWL 
Copper enamel



191.
PULL TOP 
Brass, steel 4"xVA"
$60

192.
PULL TOP 
Brass, steel 
3V4"xVA"
$80

193.
PULL TOP 
Brass, steel VA"x3Va"
$60

194.
PULL TOP 
Brass, steel, ruby 
VA"x2V4"
$80

195. SNOOK, TERRY L
Iowa City, Iowa
COPPER FORM NO. 200 WITH
FEATHERS
Copper, feathers
2"xl% "
NFS

196.
COPPER FORM NO. 201 WITH
FEATHERS
Copper, feathers
3"x2"
NFS

180. Susan M. Schulz Dane



173. Barbara L Satterfield

187. SILVA, JACK P.
Areata, California 
CUMULO NIMBI SET
A. Lightning Bolt Bank

1%"x2 %,"x6 "
B. Raindrop Boxes 
TA"x1%"x2 %"

C. Cloud Box 
I%"x5"x8"

$170
188. SILVERSTEIN, NATALIE R.

Toronto, Ontario, Canada 
LUNCHEONETTE LADY 
Grisaille and painted enamel 
on copper 
19"xl5"xl"
$650

189. SITNICK, BARRY A.
Bloomington, Indiana 
MIRROR BACK 
Copper, brass, sterling 
3/4" X 25/8"
NFS

190. SMITH, ROBBIE 
CHOUN, RANDY
Golden. Colorado 
CHESS SET AND BOARD 
Ebony, brass, satinwood, 
rosewood 
3 i/2"x 22"x 22"



185. Helen Z. Shirk Copper Form II

197.
COPPER FORM NO. 203 WITH
FEATHERS
Copper, feathers
3"x2"
NFS

198.
COPPER FORM NO. 204 WITH
FEATHERS
Copper, feathers
3"x2"
NFS

199. SPARKMAN, HOLLY C.
San Jose. California 
DANE COUNTY DIRT5V2"x5V2"xV/2"
NFS

200. SPENCER, CAROL A.
Ypsllanti, Michigan 
CHALICE II 
Bronze 
12" x 9"
NFS

201. STEINBERG, JACQUI R.
Pocatello, Idaho 
HOMAGE TO AN AGING 
BLAKE SCHOLAR 
Copper, brass 
41/2" x 31/2"



202. STILL, ANN G.
Falrport, New York 

* TOUTE SUITE 
Copper-plated brass, bronze 
18"
NFS

203. STONE, MYRA
Pittsburgh. Pennsylvania 
FLOWER ENAMELED BOWL 
Enamel on copper 
13/b"x7"
$50

204. STRIDER, MARJORIE
New York City, New York 
SPILLED BERRIES 
Painted bronze 
30"x8"x7".
$2000

205.
* PEEL FOUR 

Painted bronze
19" x 20" x 28"
$2500

206.
* PEEL THREE 

Painted bronze 
21" x 15" x 16"
$2000

207.
* PEEL TWO 

Painted bronze 
15" x 10" x 12"
$1500

:

1 1

• -

187. Jack P. Silva Cumulonlmbl Set

o00



201. Jacqul R. Steinberg 
Homage to an Aging Blake Scholar

208. SWAIN, DOUGLAS C.
Oxford, Pennsylvania ->

* CUBISTIC SCULPTURE IN FORM 
OF A TEAPOT 
Bronze 
10"

NFS

209. TAYLOR. DIANE M.
Mesa, Arizona 
ARIZONA 
Bronze 
4"x31"xy2"
$450

210. TREEN, MICHAEL E.
Eugene, Oregon 
CRAB POT 
Copper 
2y2"x3"x2y2"
NFS

211. TRENTHAM, GARY L.
Auburn, Alabama 
COPPER BASKET 
Copper 
5"x6"
$445

212. UNDERWOOD, SHARON B.
Richmond, Virginia 
CONTAINER 
Bronze 
4"x8"x3"



213. WALBURG, GERALD S.
Sacramento, California 
INDO ARCH II 
Welded copper 
$3000

214.
INDO ARCH III 
Welded Copper 
$3000

215.
INDO ARCH I 
Welded Copper 
NFS

216. WALLER, MARY J.
Richmond, Virginia 
BULGE BOX 
Copper, brass 
3" x 41/2"
NFS

217. WALSH,THOMAS J..
Carbondale, Illinois 
FROM THE GIANICOLO 
NOTEBOOKS 
Bronze 
108"
$7500

218. WALTER, BARBARA E.
DeKalb, Illinois 
SHOOTING GALLERY 
Bronze, copper, brass, plastic, 
sterling silver 
9"x6"x3"

Toute Suite
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205. Marjorie Strlder Reel Four

219. WEBER, LINDA A.
La Grange Park, Illinois 
CASE NO. 1 
Copper, brass 
3%"x3"x%"
$175

220.

CASE NO. 4 
Copper, plexiglass
4%"x3%"x%"
$175

221. WEEKS, MIKE R.
Memphis, Tennessee 
1806 LINDEN PL.
Copper, brass, mica 
15"xl4%"xll%"
$900

222. WEGNER, NADENE R.
Anchorage, Kentucky 

; CONTAINER A H A. 
Copper, epoxy resin 
5W x3"xl6W  
$900

223. WEIDENFELLER, GIN
Minneapolis, Minnesota 
SOMEWHERE IN SILENCE 
Copper wire, fiber 
52"x42"x4"
$1500
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224.
JOURNEY INTERNAL 
Fiber, copper wire 
57"x45"x4"
$1500

225. WEISS, LINDA M.
Bloomfield Hills, Michigan 
EQUISETUM ET AL 
Bronze 
10” x 4"
NFS

226. WESCOTT, JOHN L.
. Newburyporf, Massachusetts 

ANCHOR 
2 0 "xl0 ”x6 ”
$300

227. WHITE, DAN L.
Eugene, Oregon 
THIRD BIRD 
Copper, brass 
5"
NFS

228.
SUPERSONIC CHICKEN 
Brass and sterling silver
9”x 6V2"x 12”
NFS

229. WHITE, STEVEN R.
Areata, California 
HANDCOPTER 
Copper, brass, nickel 
NFS

Reflective Hand Worm



230. WILLIAMS, WILSON E. 
Tallahassee, Florida 
MACHINE PIN

231. WILLIAMSON, ROBERTA A. 
Berea, Ohio v
COAT PIN
Copper, brass, sterling silver 
31/4" x 21/2"
$300

232. WORACHEK, TIMOTHY L. 
Menomonle, Wisconsin 
DUO-HORN - 
Copper
28"xl0"
$1000

233. YAGER, JAY R.
Ypsilantl, Michigan
TORNADO
Bronze
2 1/2"
$25

234. ZILKER, SANDRA P. 
Houston, Texas 
REFLECTIVE HAND WORM 
Holloware, mirror 
7"x6"x3"
$300

235. ZOTOS, NORMA
New York City, New York 
BRACELET
Bronze, sterling silver, brass,
gold
1%"
$300

236.
BRACELET
Bronze, brass, copper, 
sterling silver, gold 
IV2"



The Copper, Brass, and Bronze Competition and Exhibition was partially
funded by the following Institutions, organizations, and companies:

. . . .  ■ .  . .

National Endowment for the Arts In Washington, D. C., a Federal agency 
Copper Development Association, Inc.
Arizona Commission for the Arts and Humanities, a State agency
University of Arizona
University of Arizona Foundation
Department of Art
College of Fine Arts
Valley National Bank, Phoenix
Cyprus Pima Mining Company

Much of the credit for the realization of the Copper, Brass, and Bronze 
Competition and subsequent exhibition Is due to the following Individuals 
and organizations, without whose generous help and advice such a project 
would have been Impossible.

Jerald Bishop, Associate Professor of Art, University of Arizona
Mauri and Ufa Bratt, Tucson, Arizona
Sidney Brinkerhoff, Director, Arizona Historical Society
Patricia Cardlnale, Tucson, Arizona
Susan Croft, Tucson, Arizona z
William Dresher, Dean, College of Mines, University of Arizona
Ed Froehllng, Mountain States Engineers, Tucson, Arizona
Joe and Betty Harris, Tucson, Arizona
George Hartley, President, Copper Development Association, Inc.
Carl Heldt, Professor of Art, University of Arizona
Ron Hickman, Director, Phoenix Art Museum
Robert L. Hull, Deah, College of Fine Arts, University of Arizona
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APPENDIX E 

INVITATION TO THE OPENING

.
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COPPER BRASS BRONZE EXHIBITION
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APPENDIX F

REPRODUCTIONS OF PHOTOGRAPHS OF 
THE INSTALLATION OF THE EXHIBITION
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copper
brass
bronze

Figure F-l Installation of artworks in the lobby of the University of Arizona Museum of Art.
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Figure F-2 Installation of exhibition showing works hung on walls, placed 
stands under plexiglass bubbles, and pieces left uncovered.
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Figure F-3 Installation of works hung on moveable walls
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Figure F-4 Installation of works in gallery space



APPENDIX G

FLOW CHARTS OF ACTUAL AND 
RECOMMENDED CALENDAR FOR EXHIBITION
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ACTUAL CALENDAR

Last Day for Receipt of Entry Forms
10 Days

Judging of Slides
10 Days

Acceptance and Rejection Notices Mailed
10 Days

Delivery of Hand-Delivered Entries

Last Day for Receipt of Shipped Entries

Prepare Catalog
25 Days

Art Work 
[Committed to 
Exhibition 
92 Days

Build Cases

Set Up Show

review of Show
1 Day

Exhibit Open to Public
45 Days

Entries Picked Up
10 Days

Entries Sent Out
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5 Days-

RECOMMENDED CALENDAR

-Last Day for Receipt of Entry Forms

•Judging of Slides

Acceptance and Rejection Notices Mailed

Last Day for All Black and White Photographs 
of Accepted Work

fork Begins on Catalog, Cases

35 Days'

1 Day

45 Days

Delivery of Hand-Delivered Entries 

Last Day for Receipt of Shipped Entries 

Set Up Show 

’review of Show

Exhibit Open to Public

Periodic Maintenance of Exhibition 
(Cleaning cases, etc.)

Art Work 
Committed to 
Exhibition 
106 Days

10 Days
Entries Picked Up

‘Entries Sent Out



APPENDIX H

. SCRIPT FOR SLIDE/TAPE:
"COPPER, BRASS, AND BRONZE EXHIBITION"

This is a presentation about contemporary metalwork. We will 
examine some of the techniques, materials, and ideas involved in the work 
displayed in the Copper, Brass, and Bronze Exhibition.

Man’s first artistic activity was to adorn himself. In jewelry 
we find the seed of all other arts. Before the discovery of metal some 
1 0 , 0 0 0  years ago, people used natural objects such as beads and feathers 
to decorate their bodies. Ornaments of gold and copper were added to 
costumes when man learned to manipulate the natural deposits of metal in 
his environment. Contemporary metalsmiths still use many of the basic 
techniques discovered by the early craftsmen of the Near East who first 
began inetalcrafting.. Modern.tools are no longer made of stone and the 
quality of metals has been improved, but today’s metalsmiths still ham
mer, cast, and enamel much as their predecessors did long ago.

.Hammering, or "beating" was the first technique used to trans
form lumps of metal into.useful or decorative.objects. In this fifteenth 
century German woodcut, smiths prepare copper and raise bowl shapes from 
the heated metal. Here, a modern smith demonstrates the process depicted 
in the woodcut. The metal shape is cut out with a thin saw blade. It is 
then heated or "annealed" with a torch, making the metal easier to ham
mer. Now the copper may be raised into a bowl form as the craftsman 
hammers on a rounded anvil. This same procedure is followed for shaping
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a hollow tube of copper. The cylinder is annealed and then beaten with 
different hammers to produce an ornate candlestick. An Indian smith 
creates a large, beaten bowl from copper while other craftsmen produce 
beaten brass bowls, plates and vases. Several pieces from the exhibition 
display examples of beating. Some of the works have been made entirely 
by hammering methods while others have combined beaten areas with varied 
materials and techniques.

When man learned that fire could melt metal under certain condi
tions, he soon discovered that it could be poured into molds. Thus, 
casting was invented. The ancient Egyptians invented lost-wax casting, 
a technique still in use today. Don Haskins, a sculptor at the University 
of Arizona, demonstrates lost-wax casting with the creation of a bronze 
bust. First, a clay model is constructed. Plaster of Paris is applied 
to the model, then it is split in half and.cleaned of the clay. The 
plaster mold is painted with wax. Now the two wax halves are joined and 
wax vents are attached in order to release gases, and help distribute the 
bonze evenly. The entire piece is coated many times with investment, a 
mixture of silica and gypsum which dries very hard. When the investment 
process is complete, the wax is melted out of the mold. At 2,000 degrees 
Farenheit the bronze is. sufficiently hot to be poured into the mold.
When the metal has colled, the investment is chiseled from the sculpture. 
The finished piece is welded, ground, and polished to the satisfaction 
of the artist. This bull's head from ancient Sumeria was cast in the lost- 
wax process as was this Indian goddess. Samson astride a lion is the 
subject of this cast bronze candlestick from thirteenth century Germany.
A cast bauble from an ancient Slavic culture displays intricacy of design.
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A wide variety of artistic styles and statements is evident in pieces 
produced by the lost-wax and other casting methods.

Enamelling is a technique of metalwork in which a powdered, 
glass-like materials is fused to a clean metal surface in an oven called 
a "kiln". Here is a detail of an enamelled bowl done in the cloisonee 
style. In this process, the craftsman begins with a copper shape to which 
he has fastened a rim of wire. He sifts enamel onto the shape for the 
first of many firings. This detail from a piece of Oriental cloisonee 
clearly shows the silver wires or cloisons which separate the areas of 
color. Each cavity of enamel color is carefully painted and fired several 
times. This intricate box from China also demonstrates cloisonnee enamel- 
work. Here are some examples of enamelling from the show - "Luncheonette 
Lady", and a richly hued case.

Many varied styles, techniques, and materials are found in con
temporary metalwork. Individual artistic statements range from the serene 
and classic such as this bracelet and neckpiece. . .to humorous, "funky" 
works such as "Toute Suite", "Choker", and "Two-Spouted Teapot". . .all 
visual puns. "Peel", "Supersonic Chicken", and "Leg Box" reveal the 
light-hearted, tongue-in-cheek attitude of many artists working in metal.

We find the contemporary metalworker using the age-old tech
niques of beating, casting, and enamelling to create the original, 
exciting visual concepts shown in the Copper, Brass and Bronze Exhibition.



APPENDIX I

REPRINTS OF PUBLISHED ARTICLES ON THE 
COPPER, BRASS, AND BRONZE EXHIBITION
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The first national Copper, Brass and Bronze Exhi- 
bttion will open Sunday at the University of Arizona 
Museum of Art with a public reception from 2 until 5 
p'm.

The exhibit, focusing on copper as an art medium, 
will include 236 pieces of metal objects chosen from 
1.200 submitted by about 500 artists across the nation.

Of the 164 artists whose works were chosen, 13 
share $5000 In prize money. Roger R. Blakley of Urba
ne, ID., won the top prize of $1000 for five abstract 
objects.

The $500 prize winners are Fred Fenster of Sun 
Prairie, WIs.. for two hammered cooking pots and 
Marjorie Strtder of New York City for four objects 
including a 28-inch bronze orange peel.

The other prize winners will receive $300 each. Six 
artists received honorable mentions.

Robert L. Cardinale and Michael F. Croft, both 
UA professors of art, conceived and are directing the 
exhibit.

"The show includes some artists who are national
ly prominent," said Cardinale. “ But there are also a 
lot of young, upcoming artists. It's a good, well-bal
anced selection."

The UA Museum of Art is located at Speedway 
and Olive Rd_, and is open from 10 a.m. until 5 p.m.

1 Monday through Saturday and 2 p.m. until 5 p.m. 
Sundays. |

The exhibit will run through May 15.
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I ; To speak Saturday
L Robert tbendort, melabmlih and prolrssor of
!  art at Slate University of New Yori at New
• Falu, will lecture Saturday on “ Contcmpo-
• rary Metalsmlthlng: A Personal View.”  tbeo-
- dorl, a Juror In the upcoming Copper, Brass &
| Bronze Competition, Is president of the Soch
• ely of North American Goldsmiths.
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Dr. Stephen P ru iipufl, director ot the 
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speak tomorrow on 'T h e  Cralum aker and 
Serious Art '

On Friday, Frol William Harper, eneroe- 
hit and piolessot of art at Florida State 
University, Tallahassee. wtO discuss "Coo- 
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Harper is the autlair of “Siepby Step Enam
eling "
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metalsmith and prolessur of art at Stale 
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the liee world "Tucson IS the center of thts 
copper acm uy and as such U a luting choice 
lor I t *  firs*, and hipclully btervaaJ. e.xhilj. 
lion to locus igun the riclaa.ss.of cupper and 
Us derivative as an art medium "

Further tnfornsaltun ts available by call 
' tag Cardinal* at VM 3501 or S ri 1611

Metal 
sculpture

This wardunritaoal object of 
cafiper, gold, picxigloss and 
pearl is the work el Robert 

Ebendorf-
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Copper, Brass and Bronze show to open
' .'-I :

■ < i

I F

Reflective hand worm
ThN highly decorailve m irror k  1 7 by I  by $-bich art work by San
dra Parmer Zllher, one o l the pieces lo be on display In the Copper,

Brass and Bronze exhlblilafi opening April I

W;:;" ^ • *

# #11 
m m

i

Poger F. B lik lm  ei 
Urtwna, 111., is I he first 
prtte winner In the nation- 
a! Copper, Bnse end 
Bmcue KahlMtlon w Nrh  
opens In I he pnMIr Sim- 
day, April 3, at the U ri
se rslty of Artrona Art 
Moeeum.

blakley i  award was 
ll.oon for his entry of five 
a hat ra ti "objerb. "  The 
two * y #  swards w e n  
given In Fred Fem ter, 

" Son Prairie, W h , for I wo 
pots and 10 M a rjo rie  
Strider, New York City, 
for lour ohjerls Including 
t ZMnrh bmrve nrange 
peel

The POO prises went to 
Connie Brairer, Engle
wood, Colo ; Qw ntln J. 
Brown, Anaheim, Calif.; 
Lane Coulter, Norman, 
Okla.; Pal r id *  Daums. 
Dunning , B ru n s w ic k , 
Maine; Michael Jantzeiv, 
C arly le , I I I . ;  Danielle  
K e rn e l. P h ilad e lp h ia ;  
James Nedrrsky, Fdmho- 
ro. Pa ; Beverly Sahn, La 
Jolla , C a lil .;  Douglas 
Swahn, Oxlord, Pa., and 
Stephen Daly (no home 
loam given).

There ire  2X  pieces In

Copper pots
Craftsmanship hi the form of these two pots 
won a $5W prize lor Fred Fens ter of Sun Prai

rie, Wli. *.

the Ihow, narrowed In the 
prejudging from I , * *  
submitted entries. The 
Idea lor the show was 
conceived by Robert 
Cardinals and Michael 
Croft, both professors of 
art at the Uriverstty of 
Arizona

The exhibit will be up 
until May IS The UA Art 
Museum is located at 
Speedway Boulevard and 
Olive Rued and Is open 
dally from 10 a m lo 3 
p.m. and on Sundays I rum 
2 to 5 p.m. There Is no 
adm ission charge

17*%t'.' FLv.. ci-

v

/x 'g
Thh lewrmal wort was designed by Teresa Level for the competl 

tion and Is $ by 4% by $'A Inches.
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ARIZONA HUSINKSS 
INDUSTRY , ,  
Phoenix • C U m
ARIZONA PRESS H .IP P IN C  

RUIM'AU • llinenl* National Exhibition
C opper, B r» n  end B ronze in A r t  F o rm

B Y  R O B E R T  L . C A R D IN A L S  
P R O E E S S O R . D E P A R T M E N T  OF A R T  
U N IV E R S IT Y  OF A R IZ O N A  ^  7

Since A rizona  Icu ls  the n a lion  in c o p 
per metals p ro d u c tio n , tw o  Un ivers ity  o f 
A rizona  art professors recently  wondered 
i f  it  could  also become a nationa l leader 
in  the fie ld  o f fine m etal c ra fts—espec
ia lly  fine cra fts In copper and Its deriva 
tives

The result o f  this speculation Is a n a t
iona l e x h ib it io n  o f co pp e r. brass and 
bronze scheduled fo r the Univers ity  o f 
A rizona  fro m  A p r il through  May 1977

A casual conversation between Michael 
C ro ft and m yse lf led to  the idea o f a n a t
iona l e x h ib it io n  and we set out to  obtain 
support In the co m m u n ity .

A rm ed w ith  encouragement from  both  
the business and un ivers ity  com m unity  
and a f irm  com m itm en t o f  support from  
the Copper Development Association. 
Inc .. we form u la ted  app lica tions to  the 
N ationa l I ndow m en l fo r the Arts,

Tire sc proposals expla ined the idea o f 
a n a tio na l com petitive  e x h ib it io n  de 
signed I n  a ttia c t I h e  finest copper. bronze 
and brass artists and craftspersons fro m  
around the co u n try .

It Included a com m itm en t to  a fine 
q u a lity  e x h ib it io n  al an excellent m us
eum . e x h ib it io n  ju ro rs  o f  nationa l p ro m 
inence In the art w o rld , a large prize
purse, ami a c o m p re h e n s iv e  catalog

The N ationa l I ndow m en l fo r the A rts 
granted our requests as d id  the A rizona 
Com m ission for the A rts  and Hum anities. 
The e x h ib it io n , now labeled C.B.B .C . fo r 
the "C op p e r. Brass ami Bronze C om pet
it io n . was on its way to  becom ing a re 
a lity  The Museum o f  A rt at the I I  o f A 
com m itted  its m ajor e x h ib it io n  space to  
house the show.

Then began our search for I h r right 
ju ro rs  w ith  the re pu ta tion  and expe r
tise to  select the w orks tha t would  be 
e xh ib ite d  Our selections were D r. 
Stephen I ' lo k o p o ll .  Robert I hen do rf 
ami W illiam  lia r per

D r I ’ ro k o p o ll is D irec to r o f  lire Mus
eum o l C ontem porary A i l  in Chicago and 
has a strong com m itm en t to  fine con tem 
porary crafts.

I hendo rf is a craftsm an par excellence 
w ho holds m any awards, in c lud ing  the 
T iffa n y  A rtis ts  fe llo w s h ip  and a l-u l- 
h righ t ( Ira n i fo r A rtis ts . His w ork is In 
I h r permanent co llections o f the Si Paul 
Museum o f  A r t :  The Museum o f  A rt o f

Brvnl Kmeson's "Bronze Pun T *v "  le eeemfrie I 
of veiseiy at art term  te Be skewn ,

7JI1
C h arlo tte . N .C .; C lemson U n ivers ity  and 
the U n ivers ity  o f  Georgia. He is c u rre n t
ly  president o f llie  Society o f N o rth  
A m erican Go Id souths.

W illia m  Harper is w ith o u t d o u b t one o f  , 
the leading en im elis ts  m the c o u n try  ; 
whose works compare favorab ly  to  fine i 
enamels throughout die h is to ry  o f  art 
He is the iiu th o i o f  "S te p  b y  Step Lnam- 
e lin g " . Golden Press, 1973, and a profess j 
o i o f  art at F lo rida  Stale U n ive rs ity  al 
Tallahasie T lie  K enw ick G allery  o f  the 
S iiHlhsuman Ins titu te  h  presenting a 
m ajor e x h ib it io n  o f  his w o rk in the fa ll 
o f this year

These ju ro rs  w il l be v iew ing thousands 
o f  slide entries in  order to  select the 
w o rks to  be included in the e x h ib it io n  
and to  choose the artists and cra flspe i 
sons w ho are to  receive various awards 
and commissions supported by local and 
n a iiu ru l o rgan izations, as w e ll as by 
puva le  indiv idua ls.

C o-d irectors o f  the e x h ib it io n  are M ich 
ael C ro ft and Robert Cardm alc. C ro ft 
is a professor and head o f  d ie inetaU nulh- 
iu g /jc w c lry  program at the u n ive rs ity . He 
holds many awards fo r his ow n fine hand
crafted pieces and lias e xh ib ited  in m us
eums and m ajor e xh ib itio n s  th roughout 
the U S . and Kuropc.

I. Robert C a rd in a k , am also a professoi 
in llie  D epartm ent o f  A r t a l lire un ive r
s ity , a specialist in art education  and a de
signer o f  fine je w e lry .

D u ring  the week o f  February 14-20, 
a series o f  lectures and presentations w il l 
be given by lire ju ro rs  w h ich  w il l be host
ed by llie  Departm ent o f A rt fo r students 
and the c o m m u n ity  at huge.

The e xh ib itio n s  w il l open w ith  a special 
preview and presentation o f  awards on 
A p r il 3 rd . I l w il l remain open th iough  
May I S lh a l wh ich tim e a special trave l
ing section w il l be ten t on c irc u it to  va r
ious placet th roughout the stale and to  
selected art museums in o ilie r  parts o f  
the country.

Be* - nkSiel znri b rew , by HowertS M h 
n rvtw e l w ozk le  be le e  w e d .
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Copper, Brass, and Bronze by Adina Wingate

Craft Horizons, August 1977

; ji’

w, ntnaii^M

The horizontal expanse of Tucson, Arizona, nestled among 
mountains that point south to the Mexican border, presents 
a sleepy-town atmosphere protected by the Im print— both  
physical and psychic— of the silent, w ide-aw ake landscape, 
w ith an Incredible range of saturated colors and a serene, 
steady, bigness of its m ood. W ith  a m etropolitan population  
of 460,000, Tucson qualifies as the farthest-flung suburb o f 
Los Angeles, the nearest cultural center to the Sonoran desert 
borderland. The settled, soaked in, ancient quality o f the his
torical and contemporary facades of the city contrast w ith  Its 
m odem  economic base, an eclectic fusion o f Industries—  
tourism, aero-englneering, construction, and copper m ining  

dbizona Is the copper capital of the U.S. and virtually the  
entire global output of copper Is dom inated by the 53%  
that Arizona produces yearly In recoverable copper and al-

A d i/u  W ingate, form er art critic for the Arizona Daily Star, h  a free
lance writer for a variety of art publications

16

toys It is appropriate that Tucson w ould  spawn "Copper, 
Brass, and Bronze," a com petitive exhibition that relates the 
odd marriage of creative energy w ith  Industrial force, at the 
University o f Arizona Museum  o f Art (April 3—M ay  IS).

In many phases of American art, particularly during the past 
50 years, the Interrelationships, both Ideological and visual, 
betw een industrial worlds and art/craft Idioms, have melded  
Nurtured by the American response to the W illiam  Morris 
"Honest Art and Crafts M ovem ent" In 19th-century Fngland, 
the U.S. has championed the amalgam o f arts of the function
al/utilitarian persuasion w ith  a decorative, expressive, and 
nonlradiltonal Impulse. O n  a national level, the purest exam
ple of this amalgam was the federally funded Public Works of 
Art Prefect, im plem ented In 1933, end the 1935 Works Prog
ress Administration Federal Arts Project, which em ployed 
Am erican artists to "visualize" the Industrial-agricultural 
grow th of American life.

Post W orld  W ar II Am erican art programs stressed the

Permission has been granted by Adina Wingate to reprint 
this article.



gr/m v f/W l *nrf rtf hi) Perfume Bottle, to p p er, re i/n , sltvrr. $" high, 
by Terete le ve l, few eler'i Tool— Tube Cutting |ig, hr»st, jteel, 6  kxrg, by Ann Herberger 
O p p o ille  P t ' r  f/e ll end right! Coveted |er, topper, 17" high, by Steven lu p o . Canteen, 

rap p er, n lr ie /, vinyl tubing, elecfrolorm m g, g > g » J" by Danielle Kerner, award winner

tra il  Industry connection, Influencing, overtly and covertly, 
the ideological developm ent of art ideas that now, during 
the m id '70s, needy dismiss the polemics o f a high/low  art 
controversy.

The feedback and turnout from  the "Copper. Brass, and 
Bronze" com petition, as w ell as the implications o f interests 
In the copper m edium , stand as strong indication, at least 
for the art writer and historian, o f a current "materials" 
them e In Am erican craft design W ith  many established arti
sans and emerging professionals turning away from  precious 
materials In favor of a m ore gras--roots approach to obtect- 
maklng, there may be a 20th-cen;ury revival of the precepts 
that w ere the basis of Morris's socialist theory on the deco
rative-functional role of art and craft designs facing the on
slaught o f the Industrial Revolution in the late 1800s M ore 
over, In terms of art ideas and attitudes demonstrated by art
ists and craftsmakers, and disseminated hy art writers, the 
'60s era of vigorous form al invention (both In terms o f con

ceptual and material exploration) has been replaced. In the 
mid 70s. by an emphasis on the refinem ent o f process and 
content, stressing at times a more humanistic and personally  
autobiographical signature on movements and style

As this relates to materials, there may be reason to suppose 
that as artists define and refine their conception o f crafts 
and are acutely aware of the class distinction " that precious 
metals connote, not to mention the cost factor, they are also 
pushing the potential of less rarefied materials, though the 
design itself may be of a highly esoteric order, to new  arenas 
of creative ingenuity Although working w ith  copper and Its 
alloys may denote a "dow n homeism" from  the traditional 
aesthetic vantage, there is probably a more sobering issue: 
the practicality in economic terms and the m alleability  of 
copper

The 236 works presented in the "Copper, Brass, and Bronze" 
exhibition reflect, first, the tastemakmg trends of the Jurors 
— Robert Ebendorf, m elalsmith and president of the Society

17
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IW1 W  rtghl: Two Spouli snd *  Teapot. 4"  h ifh .  by  Q uen lin  Srown, award w inner;
Pneomalic fo rm , cop p e r, s ilver, S "  high, by Connie #raoar, award winner.

of North Am erican G o ld tm ith t, W illiam  Harper, enamelist 
and a u o d a te  profetsor of art, Florida State University, and 
Stephen Prokopoff, director, M uteurh o l Contem porary Art, 
Chicago, Illinois— and their influences on the national Im 
print o f metal arts styles. Ebendorf chooses objects that clear
ly underscore a highly eclectic and trendy nature, focusing on 
the Influences of assemblage, constructions, and later Pop 
and Funk Idioms Harper’s trademark is also visible, through 
classically executed functional/decorative and sculptural ob
jects, emphasizing skill in integrating materials (plastics *o 
m etal, enam el to metals, leathers, wires, e l cetera) Although  
the jurors' com m itm ent to  selection was based, overall, on the 
levels o l technical expertise, craftsmanship, and conceptual 
value, the tone of the show and its thematic continuity are 
expressive of the m uch-heralded notion that fantasy, sci-fi, 
and Funk are still predom inant as a direction in American  
m etal arts production

Be that as It may, there is a "som ething for everyone" qual
ity to the show. Curiously, It uncovers a general weakness 
am ong "traditional" motifs, such as w all hangings, w all reliefs, 
and sculpture in m onum ental scale, w hile  emphasizing the 
Interest— If not preoccupation— w ith the dim inutive, the 
"precious" In effect, and the zany, tongue in cheek.

M any of the titles of the works, such as Sandra Zllker's hoi- 
loware and m irror Reflective Hand W orm , suggest another 
thread o f continuity, between the eccentricity o f the object 
as form  and Its heightened relationship In conjunction w ith  
the word. Am plified through slang or m aybe just a form  of 
Tom W o lfe -H u n te r Thom pson-Torn R obb in t-frica  long 
school o f journalism literary terms, the Importance o f lan
guage in verbal and visual forms is established by marry of

the artists. There does appear to be a real trend, among crafts
people in particular, to push the im port— however oblique in 
actual references— between "h ip" form and "chic" vocabu
lary

The im m ediate visual impact of the show, ow ing a lot to 
the innovative display unit plastic hubble-top pedestals by 
m efalsmith M ichael Croft and sculptor Robert Tobias, is that 
of a futuristic, space-age garden of earthly and other-w orldly  
delights. An association to the imagery of Hieronymus Bosch 
is appropriate as the lone and appearance o f many of the 
copper, brass, and bronze objects convey, overwhelm ingly, 
the notion of a toy box lor liny creatures. There is, because 
of the great num ber of small, hand size objects, a necessity 
for close-up viewing, which draws the eyeball lo-eyeiiall con
tact tow ard the particulars of gadgetry, surface, and detail in 
a microscopic dissection of the object and idea— much like 
the vantage that the m etalsmilh operates under in the 
studio

This Intim acy and scrutiny both ham per and benefit the 
art The criticism that seems most appropriate is that the 
eye becomes physically tired by the strains of such close 
exam ination, testing the patience of a gallery goer. Yet. there 
is something transformational about engaging the eye w ith  the 
object, as a very private and contem plative reliquary, which i 
enhances the often-lost intimacy and contact In the tradi
tionally displayed object in gallery and museum settings The 
sensitivity to display, so to speak, is to  be applauded in an art 
w odd  gone sterile via installation ideas and concepts

Throughout the show there is a predom inance of canisters, 
a redefinition o f the canister as a utilitarian tool that can 
also serve, singularly, as a sculptural icon w ith all of the import

18
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Lett end right leg Box. copper, electrolorminf. 5" high, by Terete Level;
Cum ukt N im bi, le t  of h o te l,  b r t t t .  iteeZ. Fie t ig h t ,  Itrg e tt  17«“  high, by Jacfc Sifv*

of ritual attached. M any of the chased, ham m ered, applied, 
electroplated, palined, striated, w oven, and gouged canister 
surfaces reveal the tllusionary edge betw een the "seem ing” 
functionality of the object and its decorative angst. G ood ex
amples of this are found in lames Nedrcsky's brass Lamb Chop  
goblet, both funny and reminiscent of Mesopotam ian relics; 
lack Silva's m ixed-metals Curnulo Nim bi set of boxes, Includ
ing a Lightning Bolt Bank, Raindrop Boxes, and Cloud Box; 
and Thomas Nichols's and W illiam  Dodd's collaborative Scep
ter o f O ur Lady o f the Yellow Rose in copper, bronze, and elk 
bone O ther directions point to a Burk Rogers In the 21st cen
tury type of rendering In pins, brooches, tools, and nonfunc
tional totems, best described in Richard Palmer's copper and 
brass Art Deco-inspired Brooch, Barbara Nilausen's copper 
and Delrin  electroform ed, ho llow -form ed sculpture shaped 
like a very large fin or tongue; Daniclla Kerner s copper and 
nickel Canteen  w ith plastic tubing; or David LaPlantz's cop
per and brass The Up-ln lla tion  Five-and-Ten-Cent Sack Bank.

The greater num ber of canisters present this duality of 
Ideas, pushing the abstraction of the form  through a variety of 
stylistic modes, from  straight organic ideas to  a constructivist 
bent and on to pure conceptual reality, as in M ichael (antzen's 
Copper Coll construction of Industrial copper tubing. In a 
spiral form ation, displayed in a w ood fram e w ith  appropri
ately d iA c tic  explanatory labeling on the pressboard frame.

Among the purely sculptural objects, there are a num ber of 
Stunning, formally adroit, and far-reaching Interpretations of 
Cubist and Constructivist allied form ulae, updated and ca
pably conceived In their ability to  project the criteria o f volu
metric, kinetic, and spatial balances, the Ideological armature  
of 20th-century sculpture, w hile  also projecting a feeling ter

the m onum ental In human scale The best of these objects  
belongs to  Linda I  a Roche w ith  her tubular copper construc
tion; Leslie Leupp for her copper, silver, and brass IF  IV  75 
(which could be a protean homage to David Smith's late cubi 
series); Roger Blakley’s bronze Biopa; Andrew Blake's bronze, 
gold, Plexiglas, and ebony W eather Wings, a futuristic gem; 
M arjorie Solder's painted bronze orange peel w ith  fam ily of 
fruit; and finally tw o tours de force, a bronze Cubistic  
Sculpture in Form  o f Teapot by Douglas Swain and a w elded  
copper series, Indo Arch I, II, I I I,  by Gerald W alburg.

The overall interplay between whimsy and contem plative  
expression, subdued conservatism, and outrageous pundits Is 
equally understood through the myriad fascinations w ith  sur
faces. Aping an appearance-versus-reality concept, many of 
the objects seem to be mechanically real, but their functional
ity may be m erely a ploy devised through fanatical com 
posites o f screws, wires, knobs, buttons, levers, hinges, and 
other triggering mechanisms. A few works, like Steven W hile 's  
operative, copper, brass, and nickel Handcopter ring and 
Barbara W alter's bronze, copper, brass, and plastic Shooting 
Gallery, refine the intricacies of dim inutive form  and func
tionality In truly original designs. O ther objects, both sculp
tural and functional, treat the surfaces of copper, brass, and 
bronze w ith  a rich, em blem atic quality of elegance that rivals 
objects encrusted w ith gold and gems.

If there is an overall emphasis In this exhibition, it Is pre
dom inantly one that Is not quite definitive, albeit the con
ception o f the show should be recognized, coalescing the 
absurd w ith  the traditional, the academic w ith  the freew heel
ing m entality that Is so indicative o f American art's drive to 
produce ■

19
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2/15/77

Dear Artisc/Craftsperson:

The following items are intended to elicit response in order
to gather data about the phenomena of competitive juried exhibitions.
Your response will be kept completely confidential. Please check 
the appropriate space as to your response to each statement: "AS" -- 
agree strongly; "A" -- agree; "D" -- disagree; "DS" -- disagree 
strongly. Please return this form as soon as possible. Thank you.
Robert L. Cardinale, Co-Director, The Copper,, Brass , and Bronze
Competition.

"AS "D" "DS"

1. Competitive juried exhibitions stimulate high- 
quality work by individual artists/craftspersons,

2. Competitive juried exhibitions encourage the 
unknown artist/craftsperson.

3. Participation in competitive, juried exhib
itions helps to establish recognition among 
other artists/craftspersons.

4. Competitive juried exhibitions insult the 
established artist/craftspersons.

5. Competitive juried exhibitions are a threat 
to established artist/craftspersons.

6. Competitive juried exhibitions encourage and 
support current trends.

7. Competitive juried exhibitions encourage 
artists/craf tspersons to work to please 
jurors.

3. Competitive juried exhibitions reward dom- 
inatly masculine type of competitive spirit.

9. Competitive juried exhibitions should be free 
for all to enter.

10. The National Endowment for the Arts and
other organizations specifically committed 
to the crafts (s ic-should) support competitive 
juried exhibitions.

COMMENTS:

Figure J-l The Questionnaire sent to all artists/craftspersons entering 
the Copper, Brass, Bronze 1977 Exhibition.
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RAW DATA: ARTIST/CRAFTSMAN ATTITUDE SURVEY 1977

ITEM NO. 1
1 .
2.
3.
4.

ALL (T)

68
76
19
5

REJECTED (0)

34
30
10
4
78

ACCEPTED (1)

34
46
9

_JL
90

ITEM NO. 2
1 .
2.
3.
4.

57
87
17
9

24
36
11
8
79

33
51
6

_ 1

91
ITEM NO. 3

1 .
2.
3.
4.

83
80
4
2

38
35
3

_2
78

45
45

1

_ 0

91
ITEM NO. 4

1 .
2.
3.
4.

8
6
80
75

7
3
38
30
78

1

3
42
45
91

ITEM NO. 5
1 .
2.
3.
4.

5
10
70
82

4
5 
34 
34 
77

1

5
36
48_
90



ITEM NO. 6

1 .
2.
3.
4.

ITEM NO. 7
1 .
2 .
3.
4.

ITEM NO. 8

1 .
2 .
3.
4.

ITEM NO. 9
1 . 
2 .
3.
4.

ITEM NO. 10
1 .
2 .
3.
4.

Note on ITEM NO. 10

ALL (T) REJECTED (0)

47 30
77 30
35 13
3 3

76

44 29
42 23
69 23
9 __3

78

14 6

23 10
75 31
45 24

71

71 38
43 16
45 19
7 _5

78

30 14
76 30
14 7
4 _4

55

- All (T) left blank)(48 or 27.9%
(25 missing - REJECTED (0) 31.3)
(23 blank - ACCEPTED (1) 25%)
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SURVEY RESULTS
KEY

rejected artists

accepted artists

as: agree strongly 
a-, agree 

didisagree 

ds: disagree strongly

as a d ds
Figure J-2 Competitive juried 
exhibitions stimulate high- 
quality work by individual 
artists/craftspersons.

as a d ds
Figure J-3 Competitive juried 
exhibitions encourage the 
unknown artist/craftsperson.
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10
ds dsdaas

Figure J-4 Participation in 
competitive, juried exhibitions 
helps to establish recognition 
among other artists/craftspersons.

Figure J-5 Competitive juried 
exhibitions insult the established 
artist/craftsperson.

10
as ds

10-

as ds

Figure J-6 Competitive juried 
exhibitions are a threat to 
established artists/eraftspersons.

Figure J-7 Competitive juried 
exhibitions encourage and support 
current trends.



as a d ds
Figure J-8 Competitive juried 
exhibitions encourage artists/ 
craftspersons to work to please 
jurors.
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Figure J-9 Competitive juried 
exhibitions reward a dominantly 
masculine type of competitive 
spirit.

10

Figure J-10 Competitive 
juried exhibitions should 
be free for all to enter.

10

Figure J-ll The National Endowment 
for the Arts and other organizations 
specifically committed to the crafts 
support competitive juried exhibi
tions .
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